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In this paper, the Shintani descent of irreducible characters of finite special
 .linear groups is discussed. We parametrize irreducible characters of SL F byn q
 .making use of modified generalized Gelfand]Graev characters. Shintani descent
 .mof irreducible characters of SL F is determined by investigating the Shintanin q
descent of generalized Gelfand]Graev characters. Our results hold for arbitrary p
and q. Q 1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider the Shintani descent of irreducible characters
F  .  .of special linear groups G s SL F over finite fields F with ch F s p.n q q q
w xIn A , under the assumption that q ' 1 mod n, T. Asai parametrized the
irreducible characters of GF appearing in the decomposition of regular
 .characters of GL F in terms of ``modified'' Gelfand]Graev characters.n q
Using this parametrization, he studied the twisting operators on GF. But
w xhis arguments contained some errors. Recently in his thesis B , C. Bon-
nafe described the decomposition of the twisted induction RG for GF. HeÂ P
followed a similar strategy as Asai, but filled the gaps by making use of the
w xresults due to F. Digne, G. Lehrer, and J. Michel DLM concerning the
F Gelfand]Graev characters of G which in turn depends on the result of
w x .G. Lusztig L4 on generalized Gelfand]Graev characters , and of a
certain Mackey formula for RG. In order to apply these two subjects, heP
had to assume that p and q are large enough.
Our approach in this paper is somewhat different from theirs. It relies
on the extensive use of modified generalized Gelfand]Graev characters of
GF. We parametrize a wider class of irreducible characters of GF than
those obtained from regular characters as above in terms of generalized
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Gelfand]Graev characters. On the other hand, we describe the Shintani
descent of generalized Gelfand]Graev characters of GF
m
for sufficiently
large m. Combining this with some results from Shintani descent identi-
ties, we are able to describe the Shintani descent of irreducible characters
F m w xof G . Our results are valid for arbitrary p and q. In K3 , N. Kawanaka
proposed a strategy to use modified generalized Gelfand]Graev characters
to parametrize irreducible characters of reductive groups in general. Our
result is in some sense a realization of his idea in the case of SL . He alson
pointed out the importance of generalized Gelfand]Graev characters in
the theory of Shintani descent.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we give a general result
concerning the Shintani descent for certain induced characters, which will
be applied in later sections to the case of generalized Gelfand]Graev
characters. Since our result in Section 1 is of independent interest in the
theory of Shintani descent, we give it in a general form for arbitrary
reductive groups. Lusztig's non-abelian Fourier transform appears quite
naturally in our context. In Section 2, we give a parametrization of a
certain class of irreducible characters of GF in terms of generalized
Gelfand]Graev characters, which is a generalization of Asai's results
mentioned above. After getting some results from Shintani descent identi-
ties in Section 3, we parametrize irreducible characters of GF, and then
determine the Shintani descent for them in Section 4. Through Shintani
descent identities, our results give some description of the decomposition
of the twisted induction RG.P
A part of this work was done during the author's stay in the Department
of Mathematics, University of Sydney, in the Spring of 1996. He is very
grateful for its hospitality. Also he is indebted to Bonnafe for valuableÂ
discussions concerning the parametrization of irreducible characters of
SL . He thanks the referee who suggested the improvement of the resultsn
in Section 1 in the first version of this paper.
Some Notations. Let A be a finite group and F be an automorphism
on A. We denote by Ar; the set of F-twisted classes in A, where forF
 .x, y g A, x is F-twisted conjugate to y denoted as x ; y if there existsF
y1  .z g A such that y s z xF z . If F is identity we denote it simply as
Ar; , which is the set of conjugacy classes in A.
For a finite group A, we denote by An the set of irreducible characters
of A on Q or by abuse of the notation, the set of irreducible representa-l
.tions of A up to isomorphisms .
 .For a finite set X, we denote by C X the Q -space of all the functionsl
on X.
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1. SHINTANI DESCENT FOR CERTAIN GROUPS
1.1. Let H be a connected algebraic group over a finite field F withq
Frobenius map F. We prepare some notations from the theory of Shintani
descent. Let F9 and F0 be two Frobenius maps on H such that F9F0 s
F0 F9. Then F9 acts on the F0-fixed point subgroup GF 0 of G, and
similarly for F0. One can define a bijection N : H F 9r; ªF 9r F 0 F 0
F 0 F 9 y1  .y1H r; as follows. Take x g H and write x s a F0 a with a gF 9
 . y1 F 0H. Then x s F9 a a lies in H and the correspondence x ¬ x in-Ã Ã
duces a well-defined bijection N . The map N is called a normF 9r F 0 F 9r F 0
map from H F 9 to H F 0 . Now taking the transpose of N , one gets aF 9r F 0
U  F 0 .  F 9 .y1linear isomorphism N : C H r; ª C H r; . The typicalF 9r F 0 F 9 F 0
case is that F0 s F, F9 s F m for some positive integer m. In this case
N m is a map from H F
mr; to H Fr; . We note that in this case x asÃF r F F
above is given by
x s F m a ay1 s a xF x F 2 x ??? F my 1 x ay1 . 1.1.1 .  .  .  .  .Ã
We define a linear map Sh m byF r F
Sh m s NUmy1 : C H F mr; ª C H Fr; . .F r F F r F F
and call it the Shintani descent map from H F
m
to H F.
Let s be the restriction of the map F on H F
m
. We consider the
ÄF m F m :  :semidirect product H s H s , where s is the cyclic group of
order m generated by s , and s acts on H F
m
via F. The coset H F
m
s of
F m ÄF m F mH in H is stable under the conjugation of H , and we have a
bijection H F
mr; , H F msr; via the map x ¬ xs . Now each F-stableF
F m ÄF mcharacter r of H can be extended to a character of H , in m distinct
< F m F
m
way. Let r be one of them. Then, the restriction r of r to H sÄ Ä ÄH s
 F m .  F m . < F mgives rise to an element of C H sr; , C H r; . Note that rÄ H sF
does not depend, up to an mth root of unity multiple, on the choice of the
extension r of r.Ä
 F 9.1.2. We consider the case where H is an abelian group. Let H beF 0
the quotient of H F 9 by the subgroup generated by all the elements
y1  . F 9 F 9x F0 x for x g H , which coincides with the largest quotient of H on
which F0 acts trivially. Then the set H F 9r; may be identified withF 0
 F 9. y1  .  . y1H . The correspondence x s a F0 a ¬ x s F9 a a induces aÃF 0
F 9  F 0 .surjective homomorphism from H to H which we denote byF 9
 F 9.n . The map n induces an isomorphism N : H ,F 0 r F 9 F 0 r F 9 F 0 r F 9 F 0
 F 0 . m  .H . In the case where F9 s F , F0 s F, in view of 1.1.1 the mapF 9
F m  F . Fm mn : H ª H s H is nothing but the usual norm map x ¬ x sÃF r F F
 . my 1 .xF x ??? F x .
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m  . r m  . sLet m be a positive integer large enough so that F s F9 , F s F0
for some positive integers r, s. Let n m : H F
m ª H F 9, n : H F 0 ªF r F 9 F 0 r F 9
mF 9 F F 0 .  .mH be the maps defined as above. We define n : H ª HF 0 F r F 0 F 9
F 0  F 0 .mas the composite of n and the natural surjection H ª H .F r F 0 F 9
 w  .x.Then the following equality is easily verified cf. S4, 2.3.1 :
m mn s n ( n . 1.2.1 .F r F 0 F 9r F 0 F r F 9
1.3. In the remainder of this section, we assume that H is a semidirect
product of F-stable connected subgroups L and U, where U is a unipotent
normal subgroup of H. We shall consider the Shintani descent of certain
characters of H F
m
. The simplest non-trivial example of such a group is
that H is a two dimensional solvable group with L , G and U , G ,m a
w xwhich was already treated in S4, 5 . The result in this section is in some
sense a generalization of it.
1.4. Let k be an algebraic closure of F . We denote by u the Lieq
algebra of U. u has a natural F -structure whose Frobenius map is againq
denoted by F. We pose the following assumption.
 .1.4.1 There exists a bijective F -morphism log: U ª u , compatibleq
 .  .  .with the action of L, satisfying the property log u¨ g log u q log ¨ q u9
for any u, ¨ g U, where u9 is an L-stable subalgebra of u.
Let l: u ª k be an F-stable linear map which vanishes on u9. Then by
 .1.4.1 , the map l(log: U ª k is a homomorphism of algebraic groups.
ULet us fix a non-trivial additive character c : F ª Q , once and for all.q l
UFThen the function L s c ( l(log: U ª Q turns out to be a linearl
F  .character of U . Now l may be regarded as an element in uru9 *, the
dual space of uru9 over k. The adjoint action of L on u induces an
 .  .action of L on uru9 *. We denote by Z l the stabilizer of l in L,L
 . 0 .which is an F-stable closed subgroup of L. Put A s Z l rZ l . HenceL L
A is a finite group and F acts naturally on it. Let O be the L-orbit of l inl
 . F Furu9 *. Then O is F-stable, and the set of L -orbits contained in O isl l
in one to one correspondence with the set Ar; of F-twisted conjugacyF
classes in A. The correspondence is explicitly given as follows. For each
 .c g A choose a representative c g Z l . We find a g L such thatÇ L c
y1  . y1a F a s c, and define l : u ª k by l s l(Ad a , where Ad de-Çc c c c c
notes the adjoint action of L on u. Then l g O F, and the correspon-c l
dence c ¬ l induces the well-defined bijection.c
UFFor each c g A, we define a function L : U ª Q by L s c ( l (log.c l c c
Then up to LF-conjugacy, L depends only on c, and not on c nor a . AlsoÇc c
it is easily verified that
 . F1.4.2 L and L are L -conjugate exactly when c and c9 arec c9
F-twisted conjugate in A.
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F cÇF .  .Note that for each c g A, Z l is isomorphic to Z l under theL c L
map x ¬ ay1 xa . It follows that ad ay1 induces an isomorphismc c c
F F cF cFÇ Ç0 0 cFZ l rZ l , Z l rZ l , A . 1.4.3 .  .  .  .  .L c L c L L
Let j be an irreducible character of AcF. Under the above isomorphisms,
 .F 0 .Fj induces a character of Z l which is trivial on Z l . We denoteL c L c
 .F h  .F Fthis character of Z l by j . We now consider a subgroup Z l UL c L c
F h  .F Fof H . The character j gives rise to a character of Z l U under theL c
 .F F  .F hnatural surjection Z l U ª Z l , which we denote also by j . OnL c L c
 .Fthe other hand, it is easy to see that Z l coincides with the stabilizerL c
 . F  FFZ L of L in L under the conjugate action of L on the charactersL c c
F .of U . Hence the linear character L may be extended to a linearc
Ä F F Ä F F .  .  .   . .character L of Z l U by L xu s L u x g Z l , u g U ,c L c c c L c
which we call the trivial extension of L .c
ÃcF FFor each c g Ar; , j g A , we define a character r of H byF c, j .
H F h ÄF Fr s Ind j m L . /c , j . Z l . U cL c
We have the following lemma, which is an easy consequence of Clifford
theory and so the proof is omitted.
cFÃ . < 4  .LEMMA 1.5. Let M s c, j c g Ar; , j g A . Then for each c, jF
Fg M , r is an irreducible character of H . Moreo¨er, all the r arec, j . c, j .
distinct.
U
m1.6. For a positive integer m, let c : F ª Q be the additive charac-m q l
ter of F m given by c s c (Tr . We shall construct similar objects asq m F rFmq q
r for H F
m
which are F-stable. From now on, we pose the followingc, j .
assumption on m.
 .  .m1.6.1 m is large enough so that aF acts trivially on A for any
a g A.
Let us take c g A such that the class of c g A is F-stable. Then there
exists a g A such that c is aF-stable. We choose a representative a gÇ
F m aÇF .  .Z l . Then we choose a representative c g Z l , and find b g LÇL L c
y1 m . m. m. y1such that b F b s c. We define l : u ª k by l s l(Ad b ,Çc c c c c
m Um. F m. m.and define a linear character L : U ª Q by L s c ( l (log.c l c m c
m. m. F m Note that L coincides with L up to L -conjugate here c s 11
m. .denotes the unit element in A, and L s c ( l(log . We also note thatm
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 .  y1 . F m m.1.6.2 Let c s b aF b g L . Then L is cF-stable.Ã Ç Ãc c c
In fact, we have
y1 y1m. y1l ( aF s l(Ad b ( aF .  .Ç Çc c
s Fy1 ( l(Ad aF by1 ay1Ç Ç . .c
s Fy1 ( lm.(Ad cay1 , .ÃÇc
and so
y1 y1m. m. y1 m. y1L ( aF s c ( aF ( l (Ad ca (log s L (ad ca , .  .  .  .Ç Ç ÃÇ ÃÇc m c c
 y1 .  y1 . y1  .since Ad ca (log s log(ad ca and c ( F s c . Statement 1.6.2ÃÇ ÃÇ m m
follows from this.
 m..F m y1We consider the structure of Z l . The map ad b gives anL c c
 m..  . m  .isomorphism from Z l to Z l . By this isomorphism, F resp. cFÃL c L
m aÇF m .  .is transferred to cF resp. aF . Since c g Z l , cF and aF stabilizeÇ Ç Ç Ç ÇL
 .  m..Z l and commute each other. It follows that cF acts on Z l ,ÃL L c
m  .commuting with F . So, by 1.6.1 we have an isomorphism
F m F m m mcF cFÇ Çm. 0 m. 0 cZ l rZ l , Z l rZ l , A , 1.6.3 .  .  . .  .L c L c L L
 m..F m cand the action of cF on Z l induces an action of aF on A .Ã L c
Let j be an aF-stable irreducible character of Ac. It follows from
 .  m..F m1.6.3 that j may be regarded as a cF-stable character of Z lÃ L c
0 m..F m hwhich is trivial on Z l . We denote this character again by j . WeL c
define, as in 1.4, an irreducible character r m. of H F
m
byc, j .
m. H F m h Äm.m mm . F Fr s Ind j m L , /c , j . Z l . U cL c
Äm. m. m. F m F m .where L is the extension of L to Z l U as in Subsection 1.4.c c L ch Äm. m.Note, since j and L are both cF-stable, that r is F-stable.Ãc c, j .
m. m.  . g g .Moreover, we have r s r if c9, j 9 s c, j for some g g A.c, j . c9, j 9.
 .FLet us denote by Ar; the set of F-stable conjugacy classes in A.
 .FFor each c g Ar; we pick up its representative in A, and denote it
aF Ãcalso by c. Then c g A for some a g A, and we define A as the set ofex
c ÃcaF-stable irreducible characters of A . Note that A depends only on c.ex
 :  :Let A F be the semidirect product of A with the cyclic group F of
order m, where we use the same symbol F to denote the induced
c :automorphism on A by the Frobenius map. Let A aF be the subgroup
Ãc c :of A F . Then A is nothing but the set of irreducible characters of Aex
c :which are extendable to A aF . We put
F cÃ<M s c, j c g Ar; , j g A . .  . 4ex
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m.  .By Lemma 1.5, we see that all the r are distinct for c, j g M.c, j .
Summarizing the above discussion, we have the following.
 . m.LEMMA 1.7. Let M be as abo¨e. Then for each c, j g M , r is anc, j .
F-stable irreducible character of H F
m
. Moreo¨er, all the r m. are distinct.c, j .
m. m. ÄF m F m :1.8. We shall construct an extension r of r to H s H s .Äc, j . c, j .
aF F m  .  .m F mFor each c g A , take c g L as in 1.6.2 , and set c s cs g L .Ã Ã Ã0
 m..F m 0 0 m..F mWe also put M s Z l and M s Z l . We note that c gÃc L c c L c 0
m.  . m.  .mM . In fact, since L is cF-stable by 1.6.2 , L is stable by cF sÃ Ãc c c
m m m..Fc F , and so stable by c . Since M s Z L , we get c g M . SinceÃ Ã Ã0 0 c L c 0 c
y1  .m m ccF is transferred to aF by ad b , and aF and F act trivially on A ,Ã Ç c
we see that c commutes with any element in M modulo M 0.Ã0 c c
F m : F m :We now consider the subgroup M U cs of H s generated byÃc
F m h n  .mM U and cs . Since j g M is cs-stable, and since cs s c g M ,Ã Ã Ã Ãc c 0 ch Äh  :j may be extended to an irreducible character j of M cs in mÃc
distinct way. Since the image of c in M rM 0 lies in its center, c acts as aÃ Ã0 c c 0
scalar multiplication on the representation space of j h. The scalar is givenh .  . h .  .by j c rj 1 . We choose an mth root of j c rj 1 and denote it byÃ Ã0 0
Ãc Äm . Now j g A may be extended to an irreducible character j onc, j . ex
c :A aF in an m distinct way. We can define a unique bijection between
Äh Ä c :  :the set of j on M cs and the set of j on A aF in such a way thatÃc
Äh Ä .  .j cs s m j aF .Ã c, j .
Ä c Äh :We fix an extension j of j to A aF , and let j be the correspondingh  : F m :extension of j to M cs . Since M U cs is the semidirect productÃ Ãc c
F m Äh F m :  :of M cs and U , j may be regarded as a character of M U cs .Ã Ãc c
Äm. Äm.On the other hand, let L be as in Subsection 1.6. Since L isc c
F m :cs-stable, it is further extended to a linear character of M U cs byÃ Ãc
Äm. .L cs s 1. We denote this extension by the same symbol. We considerÃc
Äh Äm. F m :an irreducible character j m L of M U cs which is an extensionÃc ch Äm. F mof j m L on M U , and letc c
m. H
F ms : Äh Äm.mFr s Ind j m L .Ä  /c , j . M U cs : cÃc
m. m. F m :Then r gives rise to an extension of r to H s . Note that theÄc, j . c, j .
y1 m. Ä .function m r depends only on the choice of c, j .Äc, j . c, j .
 . a0 F1.9. For each pair c , j g M , choose a g A such that c g A . We0 0 0 0
c0Ä  :  4fix an extension j to A a F . We shall define a pairing , : M = M0 0
 .  .ª Q as follows. For c , j g M , c , j g M , putl 0 0 1 1
c , j , c , j 4 .  .0 0 1 1
y1 y1 Ä y1 y1< < < <s Z c Z c F j g c Fg j gc g . .  .  .  .A 0 A 1 0 1 1 0
ggA
y1  .gc g gZ c F0 A 1
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y1 c0 : c0 :   :.c0Note that g c Fg g A a F since A a F s A F . Also note1 0 0
w xthat this pairing is not the same as the one defined in Lusztig L2 . Let
 4 w x  4, # be the pairing given in L2 . Then the relationship between , and
 4  .  y1 ., # is as follows. For x s c , j g M put x* s c , j g M. Then )0 0 0 0
 4  4gives an involution on M , and we have x, y # s x*, y for x g M , y g M.
 .  .For a pair c , j g M and for an integer m satisfying 1.6.1 , we define1 1
m.  .yma root of unity l as follows. Since c F is a central element inc , j . 11 1
Ac1 F, it acts on the representation space of j by a scalar multiplication by1
 .ym .  . m.  .ym .  .j c F rj 1 . We put l s j c F rj 1 . We also consider1 1 1 c , j . 1 1 11 1
the number m given in Subsection 1.8. The following theorem de-c , j .0 0
scribes the Shintani descent of r m. .Äc , j .0 0
 .THEOREM 1.10. Assume that m satisfies 1.6.1 . Then for each x s
 .c , j g M , we ha¨e0 0
y1 m. < F m m.m  4Sh m r s x , y l r .Ä . H sF r F x x y y
ygM
1.11. The remaining part of this section is devoted to the proof of
Theorem 1.10. First we prepare some lemmas. Let F9 be a Frobenius map
F 9 ÄF 9on H stabilizing L. We choose either d g L , or d g L according to the
case where F9 s F or F9 s F m. Let K be an F9-stable subgroup of H
F 9 F 9 normalized by d. We consider the sets K dr; and H dr; the
F 9 F 9 .symbol ; means the conjugation under K or H , respectively . We
define an induction
Ind s IndH F 9 dF 9 : C K F 9dr; ª C H F 9dr; .  .K d
by
< F 9 <y1 y1Ind f xd s K f g xdg . .  .  .
F9ggH
y1 F 9g xdggK d
wNote that this definition of the induction is similar to the one given in S4,
x w x1.13 , but not the same. In S4, 1.13 some additional scalar factor is
multiplied for the above one.
Ã F m Ã y1 .Now take d g L , and let b g L be such that d s b F b . We putd d d
m Ãm y1 F m F d FÃ .  .d s F b b g L . Then ds s d g L l L , where d sd d 0 0
Ã Ã my 1 Ã m y1 y1 .  .  .dF d ??? F d s b F b , and d s b d b . One sees easily fromd d d 0 d ÃF d F Fthis that ad b induces isomorphisms H dr;, H d r; , U dr;,d 0Ãd FU d r; . Then by simple computations, we obtain the following commu-0
  . w xtative diagrams diagram 1.11.2 is a special case of S4, Lemma 1.4 ;
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 . w x.1.11.3 was used also in the proof of Lemma 5.12 in S4 :
 .ad b *dÃd F F6 .  .C H d r; C H dr;06 6
Ind Ind
 .ad b *dÃd F F6 .  .C U d r; C U dr; ,0
 .1.11.1
F m F mÃ .  .C H dsr; C H sr;6 6
UU
mm NN Ã F r FF r d F
 .ad b *dÃd F F6 .  .C H d r; C H dr; ,0
 .1.11.2
NUm ÃF r d F mÃd F F6 Ã .  .C H d r; C H dsr;06 6
Ind Ind
U
mN ÃF r d F mÃd F F6 Ã .  .C U d r; C U dsr; .0
 .1.11.3
aF F m  m..F m1.12. Take c g A and let c g L , M s Z l , etc., be as be-Ã c L c
Ãfore. For an element z g M , we put d s zc. Let d, d be as in SubsectionÃc 0
m ÃF d F
m ym1.11. We consider the norm map N : U r; ª U r; . SinceÃ ÃF r d F d F F
m ÃF d FÃ .  .the former resp. the latter is isomorphic to U dsr; resp. U d r; ,0
we have an isomorphism
Ã mU d F F ÃmN : C U d r; ª C U dsr; . . .ÃF r d F 0
 .  .Combining with the isomorphism ad b * in 1.11.1 , we getd
Uy 1 F mÃ Fmad b *( N : C U dsr; ª C U dr; . .  . .Ãd F r d F
We have the following lemma.
Äm. F m Ã n  :.LEMMA 1.13. Let L g U ds be as before. Thenc
Uy 1 Äm. Ämad b *( N L s L , .  .Ãd F r d F c c1
 :for some c g A such that c F commutes with c in A F . Here c is1 1 1
y1  .determined as the image of b zb a g Z l to A under the isomorphism inÇc c L
Ä ÃF F .  :1.6.3 . L is the tri¨ ial extension of L g U to U d .c c1 1
 . m. m.Proof. The proof of 1.6.2 shows that l (cF s F ( l . Since z gÃc c
m. F m m. Ã m. m. .M s Z l , we see that l ( dF s F ( l . This implies that lc L c c c cÃd Finduces a map from u to F . We now define a linear characterq
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Ã Ã ÃUd. d F d. m. m mÃ .L : U ª Q by L s c ( l (log. Since dF s d F , we havec l c c 0 Ãm. m m m. m. m d.l ( d F s F ( l s l ( F . It follows that d g M , and so Lc 0 c c 0 c c
is d -stable. First we show that0
ÃUy 1 m. d.Ä ÄmN L s L , 1.13.1 . .ÃF r d F c c
Ã Ã Ãd. d. d FÄ  : where L is the trivial extension of L to U d . Note, since d g L,c c 0 0Ã Ãd F d F :  : .that U d is the semidirect product of U with d .0 0
Let U be the quotient of U by U , where U is the derived subgroupder der
mF Ãmof U. Then one can consider the norm map N : U dsr;ªÃF r d FÃd F
mU d r; , which is compatible with the original map N with respectÃ0 F r d F
m m ÃF F d FÃ Ãto the natural surjections U dsr;ª U dsr; , U d r;0Ãd F m.ª U d r; . Recall that w s l (log is a homomorphism from U to k.0 c
m.Hence it factors through a homomorphism w : U ª k. It follows that L c
mÃ ÃUd. F d F . resp. L factors through a linear character U ª Q resp. U ªc l
U .Q . We use the same notation to denote these maps also. In order tol
 .prove 1.13.1 , it is enough to show the corresponding statement for U. Let
m s Ã m s Ã m s .s be a positive integer such that F is a power of dF, i.e., F s dF .
m sF
m s mSince U is abelian, one can define homomorphisms such as n : UF r F
m m s UF m s. Fª U , given in 1.2. Let L be a homomorphism from U ª Qc l
m s.defined by L s c (w. Then we havec m s
ÃU Ud. m s. m. m s.
m s m s mn L s L , n L s L . 1.13.2 . . .ÃF r d F c c F r F c c
m sFWe show the first equality. For x g U ,
Ã ÃU d. d.
m s m sn L x s L n x .  . . .Ã ÃF r d F c c F r d F
m sy1Ã Ãs c (w x dF x ??? dF x .  . .  . /
m sy1Ã Ãs c w x q w ( dF x q ??? qw ( dF x . .  .  . . /
ÃBut since w ( dF s F (w, the last sum is equal to
m sy1 m s.c w x q F w x q ??? qF w x s c (w x s L x . .  .  .  .  . .  . . m s c
The second equality is shown similarly.
ÃU d. m.Ä .  .  .mNow 1.13.2 implies, by 1.2.1 , that n L s L . Here weÃF r d F c c
Ã Ã Ãd. d F d FÄ  .regard L as a function on U , the quotient of U by the subgroupc d0
Ã Uy1 y1 d F
mgenerated by x d xd for x g U . Since n induces the isomor-Ã0 0 F r d F
U  .mphism N , we get 1.13.1 .ÃF r d F Ãd.Ä Ä .  .Next we shall show that ad b * L s L . Since d is sent to d byd c c 01Ãy1 d. .  .adb , it is enough to show that ad b * L s L . We haved d c c1
Ãd. m.L (ad b s c ( l (log(ad bc d c d
s c ( l(Ad by1b (log. .c d
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If we put g s by1b , we haved c
gy1F g s by1b F by1 F b .  . .c d d c
y1 Ãs b dF b .c c
s by1 zb a.Çc c
y1 cÇF m y1 .  .Since b zb g Z l and since aF commutes with c, g F g deter-c c L
mines an element c g A as in the lemma by the natural surjection1 Ãy1 d. .  .  .  .Z l ª A. Hence l(Ad b b s l , and we see that ad b * L sL c d c d c1
 .L . Combining with 1.13.1 , the lemma follows.c1
As a corollary for Lemma 1.13,
F m Ã FH dsUy1 m. H dÄ Äm .m F FLEMMA 1.14. We ha¨e N Ind L s Ind L . Here weÃF r F U ds c U d c1
F mÃ F F m F .  .regard a function on H ds resp. H d as the one on H s resp. H ,
respecti¨ ely.
Proof.
m Ã F m ÃHF ds H dsUy1 Uy1m. m.Ä Äm mm F m FN Ind L s ad b *( N Ind L by 1.11.2 .  .Ã Ã ÃF r F U ds c d F r d F U ds c /  /
Ãd FH d Uy10 m.ÄÃd F ms ad b *(Ind N L by 1.11.3 .  .Ã /d U d F r d F c0
H F d Uy1 Äm.F ms Ind ad b *( N L by 1.11.1 .  .Ã /U d d F r d F c
FH d ÄFs Ind L by Lemma 1.13.U d c1
 .F  y1 .1.15. We note that d g Z l . In fact, since l s l(Ad b b , weL c c c d1 1
have
l (Ad dy1 s l(Ad by1F m b . .c c d1
s l(Ad c (Ad F m by1b .Ç  . .c d
s l(Ad F m by1b . .c d
 . y1  . y1  .since c g Z l . But g F g s b zb a g Z l by the proof of LemmaÇ ÇL c c L
y1 m y1 . m y1 .  . y11.13, where g s b b . It follows that F b b s F g g Z l g ,d c c d L
y1  .Fand so, the last formula is equal to l(Ad g s l . Hence d g Z l .c L c1 1
 . y1  .F 0 .F c1 FAs in 1.4.3 , ad g induces an isomorphism Z l rZ l , A .L c L c1 1
Then we have the following.
 .  .F1.15.1 The image of d g Z l under the natural surjectionL c1
 .F c1 F  . my 1 . y1Z l ª A coincides with c F c ??? F c c .L c 1 1 11
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y1  m..  .In fact, under the isomorphism ad b : Z l , Z l , d is thed L c L c1
 m..  y1 . .  y1 . .image of d g Z l . Thus ad g d s ad b d . But we have0 L c c 0
m y1 .d s b F b and so0 d d
by1d b s gy1F m g ? F m by1 b .  .c 0 c c c
s gy1F g ? F gy1F g ??? F my 1 gy1F g cy1 . .  .  . Ç .  .
 .This implies 1.15.1 .
0  .FLet M and M be as in Subsection 1.8. We also put N s Z lc c c L c1 1
0 0 F F 0 Ä .  :and N s Z l . We now consider the group U N d and let L bec L c c c1 1 1 1F 0 :the trivial extension of L to U N d . By making use of Lemma 1.14,c c1 1
one can show
F m Ã FUy 1 H ds m. H dÄ Äm .m F 0 F 0PROPOSITION 1.16. N Ind L s Ind L .ÃF r F U M ds c U N d cc c 11
0 ÃU ÃProof. For a given y g M , put d s yd s yzc. Replacing z by yz, weÃc
U Ã Ãget similar elements d*, d for d* as d, d for d. First we note that0 0
 . 01.16.1 d* may be chosen so that d* s dy* for some y* g N .c1
0 0 m. F m 0 m. Ã .  .In fact, since y g M s Z l and Z l is dF-stable, one canc L c L c
0 m. Ã y1 Ãy1 Ã y1 Ã Ã .  .  .find d g Z l such that y s d dF d d , i.e., d dF d s yd s d*.L c
Ã y1 Ã y1 y1 .  .Since d s b F b , we have d* s db F b d . Hence, we can choosed d d d
d* g LF as
d* s F m by1dy1 db .d d
s F m by1 F m dy1 d b . . .d d
s dby1 F m dy1 d b . . .d d
Ãy1 m y1 m y1 0 m. d F  . .  .  .Put y* s b F d d b . We have F d d g Z l . Sinced d L c
m. y1 0 m.. 0 . y1l (Ad b s l , we see that b Z l b s Z l . As ad b sendsc d c d L c d L c d1 1Ã 0  .dF to F, we conclude that y* g N . This shows 1.16.1 .c1
We also note the property that c g A commutes with cF remains1
Ã Ãunchanged when d is replaced by d* since c only depends on z modulo1
M 0. Let X be the left hand side of Proposition 1.16. Then it follows fromc z
the definition of the induction given in Subsection 1.11, that
0 y1 Uy1 H F m s Äm.m< < m FX s M N Ind LÃz c F r F U y ds c /
0ygMc
Ã y1 Uy1 H F m s Äm.m< <0 m Fs Z yds N Ind L . . Ã M F r F U y ds c /c
0ygM r;Ãc dF
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 .Now by Lemma 1.14 together with 1.16.1 , we see that
Uy 1 H F m s Äm. H F d y* Ämm F FN Ind L s Ind LÃF r F U y ds c U d y* c / 1
with y* g N 0. Moreover, the correspondence y ¬ y* gives rise to ac1 0 0 bijection between the set M r; and the set N r; ; means theÃc d F c d d1 Ã. <  . < <  . <0 0twisted conjugation by the action of d . Since Z yds s Z y*d , weM Nc c1
have
y1 H F d y* Ä< <0 FX s Z y*d Ind L .z N U d y* cc 11
0y*gN r;c d1
0 y1 H F d y* Ä< < Fs N Ind Lc U d y* c1 1
0y*gNc1
H F d ÄF 0s Ind L .U N d cc 11
This proves the proposition.
m.  .1.17. Let r for x s c, j g M be as in the theorem, and we shallÄx
consider its Shintani descent. First we note that
y1 m. c y1 H F m zcÃs m.Ä Äm< < F 0m r s A j c F Ind L . 1.17.1 .  .Ä c , j . c , j . 1 U M zcs cÃc
0zgM rMc c
In fact, for x g H F m, we have
r m. xs .Äc , j .
F m y1 h Äm. y1< <s U M j m L y xs y .  /c c
mFygH
my1 Fy xs ygU M csÃc
y1 F m y1 Äh Äm. y1< < < <s M U j zcs L y xs y . .  .Ã c c
m 0FzgM ygHc
my1 Fy xs ygU zcsÃ
y1  .Under the isomorphism ad b in 1.6.3 , zcs is transferred to c F gÃc 1h Äh :  .A F . Hence under the identification j l j given in 1.8, j zcsÃ
Ä .coincides with m j c F . Note that this value depends only on zc, j . 1
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modulo M 0. Hence the last sum is equal toc
c y1 Ä 0 F m y1 Äm. y1< < < <A m j c F M U L y xs y .  . c , j . 1 c c
m 00 FzgM rM ygHc c
my1 F 0y xs ygU M zcsÃc
c y1 H F m zcÃs m.Ä Äm< < F 0s A m j c F Ind L xs . .  . c , j . 1 U M zcs c /Ãc
0zgM rMc c
 .This implies 1.17.1 .
Note that the correspondence z ¬ c given in Lemma 1.14, for a fixed1
c g AaF, induces a bijection between the set M rM 0 and the set of c g Ac c 1
 .such that c F commutes with c. Now it follows from 1.17.1 , by making1
use of Proposition 1.16, that we have
y1 m. m c y1 Ä H F ÄF< < <m F 0Sh m r s A j c F Ind L , 1.17.2 .  .Ä H s /F r F c , j . c , j . 1 U N d cc 11
c1
where c runs over all the elements in A such that c F commutes with c,1 1
0   ..and d g N is determined by c up to N cf. 1.15.1 .c 1 c1 1
 .We fix a pair c , j with c , a representative on an F-stable class in A,0 0 0
Ãc0 g g .  .and j g A , and consider the pair c9, j 9 s c , j for each g g A.0 ex 0 0
Then clearly we have
m. < <y1 g gr s A r ,Ä Äc , j .  c , j .0 0 0 0
ggA
g g .  .since c , j gives the same character as c , j . In the following, we use0 0 0 0
H F d Ä . F 0a notation I c , c to denote Ind L for each c and c, since it1 U N d c 1c 11
depends only on c and c. Let1
< < < < y1 m. < F mmX s A Z c Sh m r . 1.17.3 .  .Ä H s /A 0 F r F c , j . c , j .0 0 0 0
 .Then by 1.17.2 , together with the above remark, we have
g Ä gX s j c F I c , c , .  .  0 1 1 0
cggA 1
where c runs over all the elements in A such that c F commutes with1 1
gc gy1. Hence we have0
Ä y1 gX s j g c Fg I c , c . .  0 1 1 0
c gA ggA1
y1  .gc g gZ c F0 A 1
Ä y1 h gs j g c Fg I c , c . 1.17.4 . .  .  0 1 1 0
c gA  .  .ggZ c F _A hgZ c F1 A 1 A 1
y1  .gc g gZ c F0 A 1
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 .1.18. Let J be the third sum in the last equality in 1.17.4 . In order to
determine X , we need to describe J in terms of characters in H F. For this
we introduce a function Jq as follows. For each c , c as in 1.17, we put1
q U
F Nc1d ÄF 0I c , c s Ind L . .1 U N d cc 11
y1  .Fixing c g A and g g A such that gc g g Z c F , we define a func-1 0 A 1
tion Jq on U FN byc1
Jqs Iq c , h gc . . 1 0
 .hgZ c FA 1
y1 y1  .For c s hgc g h , we fix d s d h g N , and define an element D in0 c1w xthe group algebra Q N byl c1
y1
D s d h . .
 .hgZ c FA 1
Then we have
q
U F Nc
1 ÄF 0J s D* Ind L , 1.18.1 .U N cc 1 /1
 .  . F Fwhere D*f x s f xD for a function f on U N and for x g U N .c c1 1
 . FWe show 1.18.1 . For each x g U N , we havec1
q F 0 y1 Ä y1< <J x s U N L y xy . .  . c c1 1
F .hgZ c F ygU NA 1 c1
y1 F 0  .y xygU N d hc1
 .  .But since l is stable by d h , L is stable for the twisted d h -action ofc c1 1
U F. Hence
y1y1q 0 y1Ä< <J x s N L y xyd h .  . . c c1 1
 . ygNhgZ c F cA 1 1
y1 y1 F 0 .y xyd h gU Nc1
0 y1 ÄU y1< <s N L y xyD , .c c1 1
ygNc1
ÄU Ä F Äw xwhere L denotes the function on Q U N which coincides with L onc l c c1 1 1
F 0w xQ U N and is zero outside. Let D be the image of D under the naturall c1
 .  .surjection N ª Z c F . It follows from 1.15.1 thatc A 11
ymy1 y1D s hgc g h c F . . 0 1 /
 .hgZ c FA 1
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ym m  . .Here c F g A since F s 1 on A. This implies that D is a central1
w  .xelement in Q Z c F , and so, D commutes with any y g N up to al A 1 c1
0 Ä 0factor in N . Since L is trivial on N , we see thatc c c1 1 1
q 0 y1 ÄU y1 U
F Nc1 Ä< <J x s N L y xD y s Ind L xD . .  . . F 0c c cU N /1 1 1c1ygNc1
 .This proves 1.18.1 .
U F Nc1 ÄNow Ind L is decomposed asF 0 cU N 1c1
U F Nc1 Ä h ÄInd L s j 1 j m L , .F 0 c 1 1 c1 1U Nc1 n .j gZ c F1 A 1
where j h is the character of U FN corresponding to j under the map1 c 11F c F F1 ÄU N ª A , and L is the trivial extension of L to U N . Since D is ac c c c1 1 1 1
c F1w xcentral element in Q A , D acts by a scalar multiplication on thel
 c1 F .nrepresentation space V for each j g A . This scalar is given asj 11
ymy1 y1 y1j D rj 1 s j 1 j hgc g h ? c F .  .  .  . .1 1 1 1 0 1
 .hgZ c FA 1
y1 y1 m.< <s Z c F j 1 j gc g l .  .  .A 1 1 1 0 c , j .1 1
 .ymsince c F is also a central element, and acts on V as a scalar1 j 1m.  .ym .  .multiplication by l s j c F rj 1 . It follows from the abovec , j . 1 1 11 1
discussion that we see easily
q m. y1 h Ä< <J s Z c F l j gc g j m L . 1.18.2 .  . .A 1 c , j . 1 0 1 c1 1 1
n .j gZ c F1 A 1
Now we can describe the function J. Since
J s I c , hgc gy1 hy1 s Ind H FF Jq, . 1 0 U Nc1
 .hgZ c FA 1
 .it follows from 1.18.2 that we have
< < y1 m.J s Z c F j gc g l r . 1.18.3 .  . .A 1 1 0 c , j . c , j .1 1 1 1
n .j gZ c F1 A 1
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 .  .Hence, by substituting J in 1.18.3 into 1.17.4 , we have
Ä y1 y1X s j g c Fg j gc g .  .   0 1 1 0 /nc gA ggA .j gZ c F1 1 A 1 y1  .gc g gZ c F0 A 1
= lm. rc , j . c , j .1 1 1 1
< < < < m.s A Z c c , j , c , j l r , 4 .  .  .A 0 0 0 1 1 c , j . c , j .1 1 1 1
 .c , j gM1 1
 4  .by the definition of the pairing , given in 1.9. In view of 1.17.3 , this
proves the theorem.
2. GENERALIZED GELFAND]GRAEV CHARACTERS
2.1. For a connected reductive group G defined over F , we denote by gq
its Lie algebra. The Frobenius maps on G and g are denoted by F.
For a nilpotent element N in g F, Kawanaka defined a generalized
F w xGelfand]Graev character G on G in K1, K2 , and also their modifica-N
w xtions in K3 . In this section, we shall parametrize certain irreducible
 .characters of SL F by making use of generalized Gelfand]Graev char-n q
acters. For this purpose, we need to consider the modified ones, i.e., the
w xrefinement of G , given in K3 .N
2.2. We assume that G is a group of type A of split type such thatny1
the derived subgroup G is isomorphic to SL . We pose no restriction onder n
w xp nor q. We shall construct G by modifying in part the argument in K1 .N
First note that there exists a bijective F -morphism from the unipotentq
variety G of G to the nilpotent variety g of g. We choose such a mapuni nil
explicitly as a map x ª x y 1, and denote it by log. Note that this map is
not the same as the usual log map. Let S be a root system of g with P a
set of simple roots compatible with the F -structure. By Dynkin]Kostantq
 w x.theory cf. SS, III one can associate to each orbit O ; g containing aN
nilpotent element N g g F, a Z-linear map h: ZS ª Z which has the
 .  4  .property that h a g 0, 1, 2 for a g P. The Dynkin diagram with h a
attached to each vertex corresponding to a g P is called a weighted
Dynkin diagram. Now the function h gives a grading of g , g s [ g iig Z
 .over F , where g is the sum of root spaces g such that h a s i. Letq i a
u s [ g for i G 1. Then u is a nilpotent subalgebra of g , and therei j ijG i
exists a connected unipotent subgroup U of G defined over F such thati q
 .log U s u . Also one can find an F-stable parabolic subgroup P s Pi i N
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such that P s LU , where L is an F-stable Levi subgroup of P such that1
 .Lie L s g , and that U is the unipotent radical of P. Moreover, by0 1
replacing N by its conjugate if necessary, we may assume that N lies
in g .2
 :Let , be a fixed G-invariant non-degenerate bilinear form g = g ª k
such that its restriction on the Lie algebra of SL coincides with then
Killing form. Let N* g g be the image of N under the oppositiony2
 w x.F -automorphism of g cf. K1, 1.2 . We define a linear map l: u ª k byq 1
 .  :  . w x.l x s N*, x . Then the map x, y ¬ l x, y gives rise to a non-
degenerate symplectic form on g .1
2.3. In order to construct G , we need to choose a Lagrangian subspaceN
of g with respect to the above symplectic form. In what follows, we shall1
find a Lagrangian subspace s which enjoys some good properties. First we
give an explicit description of the weighted Dynkin diagram in the case of
w x qtype A following SS, IV . Let S be the set of positive roots withny1
q  < 4respect to P, which is written as S s « y « 1 F i - j F n for certaini j
 4basis vectors « , . . . , « . Then we have P s a , . . . , a with a s « y1 n 1 ny1 i i
« . Now assume that the orbit O corresponds to a partition m s m Giq1 N 1
.m G ??? G m of n via the Jordan's normal form of N. For each m , we2 r i
consider a set
 4Y s m y 1, m y 3, . . . , ym q 3, ym q 1i i i i i
consisting of m integers. Then Y s @ Y is a set of n integers withi i i
.multiplicities , and we arrange its elements in a decreasing order,
 4Y s n G n G ??? G n .1 2 n
 .  .We put, for each i 1 F i F n y 1 , h a s n y n . Then h: P ª Zi i iq1
gives the weighted Dynkin diagram. It follows from this construction that
one sees easily that
 .2.3.1 The weighted Dynkin diagram is invariant under the graph
automorphism s : P ª P. Furthermore in the case where n is even, we
 .  .have h a / 1 for a unique a such that s a s a .
 .  .   . .Let P resp. P be the set a g P such that h a s 1 resp. h a s 0 .1 0
 <  . 4We also put S s a g S h a s 1 . Then we have g s [ g . We1 1 aa g S1
shall determine S explicitly. For a given a g P , let j be the smallest1 i 1
 .integer such that j ) i and that h a / 0, and let k be the largest integerj
 . qsuch that k - i and that h a / 0. We define a subset C of S byk i
<C s « y « k q 1 F s F i , i q 1 F t F j . 4i s t
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  .  . .If j resp. k does not exist, we put j s n resp. k s 0 . Then it is easy to
see that the C are mutually disjoint for a g P , and thati i 1
S s C .@1 i
a gPi 1
 .For a , a g P , i - j, we say that C and C are adjacent if h a s 0i j 1 i j k
for any a g P such that i - k - j. Then the following facts are easilyk
verified.
 .2.3.2 For any a , b g C , we have a q b f S. Furthermore, if Ci i
and C are not adjacent, then a q b f S for any a g C , b g C .j i j
 .2.3.3 Let a g C , b g "P . If a q b g S, then a q b g C .i 0 i
 .Now in view of 2.3.1 , s permutes the set C , and no C are stabilizedi i
 .by s . Hence we can find a subset C of S such that S s C@s C and1 1
that C is a union of the C which are not adjacent to each other. Wei
 .define a subspace s of g as s s [ g . Then it follows from 2.3.21 aa g C
 .and 2.3.3 that
 .2.3.4 s is an abelian subalgebra of u stable by the action of L on1
u . In particular, s is an F-stable Lagrangian subspace in g .1 1
We note that there exists exactly two such subspaces s in g if1
 4.  .s / 0 . In fact, this follows from the following property of h P ; the set
 .h P is partitioned into three parts, the left, right, and central parts. In the
 .central part of h P , only the weights 1 or 0 appear, while in the left or
right part, only the weights 2 or 0 appear, i.e., the weights 2 and 1 are
never mixed.
We now show that s also occurs in connection with a Levi subgroup of
some parabolic subgroup of G. Let
<X s n g Y n s 2 i or n s 2 i y 1 4i j j j
for each integer i. Then those X give a partition of Y, and the sequencei
< <of the cardinalities X for X / B gives, by arranging the order ifi i
necessary, the partition of n, which coincides with the dual partition m* of
m. Now put
 i. <P s a g P n , n g X 4j j jq1 i
< <  i.for each i such that X G 2. Then the P are mutually disjoint, and onei
can define a subset P s @ P i. of P. We define a parabolic subgroupM i
Q s MU of G so that M is defined by the subroot system S of SQ M
generated by P , and U is defined by the set Sqy S . Let S i. be theM Q M
subroot system of S generated by P i.. Then the following properties are
 i.  .easily verified. Each P contains at most one root a such that h a s 1,j j
 .  i.  4  i.and h a s 0 for any a g P y a . Moreover, if a g P is such thatj j
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 .  i.h a s 1, then S l S coincides with C defined as above. The adjacentj 1 j
C do not occur as the form of S i. l S . It follows from these propertiesj 1
 .  .that S l S coincides with a set C. We note, since s C s s S l S ,M 1 M 1
 .  .  .that s Q s s M U determines the set s C by the above proce-s Q.
 .  .dure, where s Q is the parabolic subgroup defined by the set s P ; P.M
Summing up the above argument, we have
LEMMA 2.4. Let Q s MU be as in Subsection 2.3, and put m s Lie M.Q
Then s s m l u coincides with the abelian subalgebra of u with respect to1 1
 .C gi¨ en in 2.3.4 . Moreo¨er, the other abelian subalgebra s9 with respect to
 .  .s C is obtained in a similar way by using the parabolic subgroup s Q s
 .s M U .s Q.
2.5. Following Kawanaka, we put u s s q u . Then u is a subalge-1.5 2 1.5
bra of u , and we have an F-stable closed subgroup U of U such that1 1.5 1
 .  .log U s u . Note, in view of 2.3.4 , that L normalizes U and that1.5 1.5 1.5
U is a normal subgroup of U . Using the definition of the map log and1.5 1
the explicit description of s , one can verify the following property. For any
u, ¨ g U , we have1.5
log u¨ g log u q log ¨ q u . 2.5.1 .  .  .  .3
We now consider the map l(log: U ª k. Since l vanishes on u , it1.5 3
 .follows from 2.5.1 that l(log is an F-stable homomorphism from U to1.5
 .k. Hence, by letting L s c ( l(log c is as in 1.4 , we obtain a linearN
character on U F . The generalized Gelfand]Graev character G is1.5 N
G F w xFdefined as G s Ind L . Following K3 , we shall construct modifiedN U N1.5
 . 0 . generalized Gelfand]Graev characters. Let A s Z l rZ l . Here wel L L
.consider l: u ª k. We consider the setting in 1.4 with U s U and L.1.5 1.5
 .  .Note that the assumption 1.4.1 is satisfied by 2.5.1 . Let M be the set
given in Lemma 1.5 for A s A . Then it follows from the discussion in 1.4,l h F FÄ .  .that for each c, j g M , we obtain a character j m L on Z l U .c L c 1.5
We define a modified generalized Gelfand]Graev character G byc, j .
G F h ÄF FG s Ind j m L . /c , j . Z l . U cL c 1 .5
Note that G s IndG FF r under the notation of 1.4. Also note thatc, j . H c, j .
G and G do not depend on the choice of s since theN c, j .
F Ä F F .induction of L to U and the induction of L to Z l U do notc 1 c L c 1
 w x.depend on it cf. K1, Lemma 1.3.6 .
w xRemark 2.6. In K3 , Kawanaka uses an arbitrary F-stable Lagrangian
subspace to define U . In this case L does not necessarily normalize U .1.5 1.5
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He constructs G by constructing a representation directly onc, j .
 .F FZ l U , where he had to appeal the argument similar to the case ofL c 1
constructing Weil representations. In our construction, we can avoid using
 .F Fthe representation on Z l U which makes accessible the discussion inL c 1
Section 1. However, our construction is not available to the case where F
is of non-split type.
 .2.7. We consider the structure of the group A . Let A N be thel G
centralizer of N in G modulo the connected centralizer of N. Then by
F .choosing a good representative N in O we haveN
A N , Z N* rZ 0 N* , A . 2.7.1 .  .  .  .G L L l
ÄIn fact, G can be embedded in a connected group G of type A withny1
Ä Ä Äconnected center. Let P s LU be the parabolic subgroup of G associated1
Ä Ä w xto N. Then P s P l G and L s L l G. It is known by SS, IV , that
 .  .  .  .Z N is a semidirect product of Z N and Z N , where Z N is theÄ ÄG L U U1 1
 .  .unipotent radical of Z N , and Z N is connected reductive. SinceÄ ÄG L
 .  .  .  .  .Z N is contained in Z N , we have Z N s Z N Z N , a semidi-U G G L U1 10  . 0  .  .  .rect product, and Z N s Z N Z N . Hence A N ,G L U G1
 . 0 .Z N rZ N . On the other hand, by choosing a suitable representativeL L
N with respect to the opposition automorphism, we may assume that
 .  .  .  .Z N s Z N* . But by the definition of l, we see that Z N* s Z l .L L L L
 .This implies 2.7.1 .
 .  .Let Z be the center of G, and put G s GrZ. Then Z N rZ , Z N ,G G
and we have the following exact sequence,
01 ª ZrZ l Z N ª A N ª A N ª 1. .  .  .G G G
 .  4In our case we have A N s 1 . It follows thatG
 .  . 0  .  .2.7.2 A N , ZrZ l Z N . In particular, A N is abelian.G G G
2.8. We assume throughout the rest of this section, except 2.22 and 2.23,
Äthat G s SL , and that G s GL with split F -structures. We fix a pair ofn n q
ÄF-stable Borel subgroup B and an F-stable maximal torus
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .T contained in B, and let W s N T rT. Put B s B l G, and T s T l G.ÄG
 .Then W may be identified with N T rT. We fix a root system S and theG
q Ä Ä .set of positive roots S associated to B, T . First of all we shall describe
ÄF Ä Äthe irreducible characters of G . Let G* , GL be the dual group of Gn
ÄF n ÄF .over F . Then the set G of irreducible characters of G is partitionedq
ÄF  4.  4into the sets E G , s , parametrized by F-stable semisimple classes s in
Ä ÄF  4.  4G. We shall describe the set E G , s for each semisimple class s . We
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .fix a dual torus T* of T over F in G*. Then the Weyl group N T* rT*Äq G*
Ämay be identified with W. For any semisimple element s g T* such that
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Ä 4the conjugacy class s of s in G* is F-stable, let
<W s w g W w s s s , 4 .s
<Z s w g W Fw s s s . 4 .s
Corresponding to s, we have a subroot system S , and the set of positives
roots Sq ; Sq. Now Z can be written as Z s w W for some w g W.s s s 1 s 1
We choose w so that w maps Sq into Sq. Let us take a positive integer1 1 s
Ä F m .m large enough so that s g T* . By the duality of the torus, s
Ä F m .determines an irreducible character u of T* , which is stable by Fw0
for any w g Z . Then by making use of the norm map n m given ins F r F w
ÄF w ÄF ÄSubsection 1.2, we get an irreducible character u on T , T . Here Tw w w
Ä Ädenotes an F-stable maximal torus of G obtained by twisting T by
.w g W.
ÄG FÄ .We consider the Deligne]Lusztig virtual character R u for u g T .ÄT w w ww
 . y1Let g be an automorphism on W obtained by g w s w ww fors 1 1
 :w g W , and consider the semidirect product group W g of W with g .s s s
 .nWe denote by W the set of irreducible characters of W which iss ex s
n Ä :  .extendable to W g . For each E g W let E be an extension of E tos s ex
 : w xW g . Following Lusztig L2 , we define a function R byÄs E
ÄGy1 Ä< <R s W Tr g w , E R u . 2.8.1 . . .Ä ÄE s T w w w w1 1
wgWs
ÄFThen it is known that R gives an irreducible character of G up to aÄE
ÄFscalar multiple. We denote the corresponding irreducible character of G
by r . Then we haves, E
nFÄ < 4E G , s s r E g W . . 4 . s , E s ex
w x2.9. In L2, 13.4 , Lusztig defined, for a connected reductive group H
with connected center, a map from the set of irreducible characters of H F
to the set of F-stable unipotent classes in H. We now describe this map
Ä ÄF  4.explicitly in the case of G s GL . Let r g E G , s . Put E9 s E m «n s, E
for the sign character « on W . Then IndW E9 contains a unique irre-s WsÃ ducible character E of W such that b s b . Here for a Coxeter groupÃE9 E
W , let V be the space of the reflection representation of W . Then for1 1
each E g W n , b is defined as the smallest integer i G 0 such that E1 1 E 11
.occurs in the ith symmetric power of V. Now by the Springer correspon-
Ã Ä Ãdence, E corresponds to a unipotent class O in G; more precisely, if E is
an irreducible character of W s S corresponding to a partition m of n,n
then O is a unipotent class of GL of type m. The correspondencen
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r ¬ O gives the required map. We denote by O the unipotent class ins, E r
Ä  .G or the nilpotent orbit in g corresponding to an irreducible character r
ÄFon G .
w xIn K3 , Kawanaka announced a result, for GL or adjoint groups ofn
exceptional type under the condition that p is good, that a map from the
set of irreducible characters to the set of unipotent classes can be defined
by making use of generalized Gelfand]Graev representations a ``wave
.front set'' of irreducible characters in his terminology , and that it actually
coincides with the map defined by Lusztig as above. This result was
w xgeneralized by Lusztig L4, Theorem 11.2 to the case of arbitrary reduc-
tive groups, but subject to the condition that p and q are large enough.
In the case of GL , the following fact holds without any assumption on pn
nor q.
Ä w x.THEOREM 2.10 Kawanaka K3, Theorem 2.4.1 . Let G be the general-N
ÄF ÄF n .ized Gelfand]Grae¨ character of G corresponding to N. Then for r g G ,
we ha¨e
1 if O s O ,r NÄ F :G , r sÄGN  0 unless O : O ,N r
where O denotes the closure of the nilpotent orbit O in g.r r
Proof. Since Kawanaka did not publish the proof of this fact, we give
the proof here for the sake of completeness. He proved the related fact
w x .for GL in K1 , but some assumption is attached there. Let Q be then wÄG F FÄ Ä . Green function of G, i.e., the restriction of R 1 to G s G the setÄT uni uniwF .  .of unipotent elements in G . Then there exists a polynomial Q t gw , N
w x  .  . F FZ t such that Q exp N s Q q , where exp: g ª G is the in-w w , N nil uni
N . w xverse of the map log. We now define a polynomial X t g Z t byw
X N t s t dN Q ty1 , .  .w w , N
  . .where d s dim Z N y n r2 is the degree of Q . The main ingredi-ÄN G w , N
w xent for the proof is the following formula due to Kawanaka K1, 3.2.14 ,
Äw x.see also K3, 2.3.2 , which enables us to decompose G into irreducibleN
ÄFcharacters of G .
Ä Ä .  .y1 s G ys T F NwÄ Ä< < < <G s W y1 T X q Q , 2.10.1 .  .  .N w w w
wgW
 . where s ? denotes the split rank of the indicated group. Note, since the
F Ächaracter G has non-zero value only on G , we regard G as a functionN uni N
F .on G .uni
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Ä ÄsG.ysT .w .  .Now in our case, y1 s « w for the sign character « of W.
ÄF Ä F  4.  :For r s r g E G , s , we shall compute the inner product G , r .ÄGs, E NÄG F .First note that the restriction of R u to the set G coincides withÄT w w uniw w 11 .  .Q . Then by 2.8.1 , 2.10.1 together with the orthogonality relations forw w1
Green functions,
ÄF y1< < < <T Z w if w ; w9, .y1F w WÄ< <G Q g Q g s .  . w w 9  0 if w ¤ w9,FggGuni
we see easily that
Ä y1 N ÄF : < <" G , r s W « w y X q Tr g y , E . .  .Ä  .GN s 1 w y1
ygWs
 :Let X be the right hand side of this equality. Now W g is a quotient ofs
Ä :the subgroup W w of W generated by W and w , and E is regarded ass 1 s 1
 :a character of W w . Then X can be written as the form of inners 1
product on Z s W w , i.e.,s s 1
N Ä :X s X q , E9 , . Z? s
N N Ä .  .where X q is a class function on W defined by w ¬ X q , and E9 is? w
 :an extension of E9 s E m « to W w . Now using the Frobenius reciproc-s 1
ity, we have
N Ä N W Ä :  :X q , E9 s X q , Ind E9 . .  .Z W? ? Zs s
W ÄHere Ind E9 is defined by the similar formula as in Subsection 1.11. ButZs Ä :W w is again a semidirect product, and since E9 is a character ofs 1
 :W w , we see easily thats 1
Wsw1: Ä y1 ÄInd E9 s w w w m E9 . .  .Z 1s
n :wg w1
It follows that
W Ä y1 W ÄInd E9 s w w Ind w m E9 . .  .Z 1 W w :s s 1
n :wg w1
In particular, the irreducible characters occurring in the decomposition of
W Ä WInd E9 are the ones occurring in the decomposition of Ind E9. More-Z Ws s
over, if E g W n appears in IndW E9 with multiplicity one, then the inner1 Ws
W Ä :product E , Ind E9 is a root of unity.1 Zs
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For each E g W n, let O be the orbit in g corresponding to E1 E nil 11
under the Springer correspondence. Then it is known that if E occurs in1
WInd E9, then O ; O s O . On the other hand, it follows from theÃW E E rs 1
description of Green functions Q in terms of Springer representations ofw
N .W, we see that if E appears in X q , then O ; O , and that if1 ? N E1
 N . :  w x.O s O , we have X q , E s 1 see, e.g., S1, Corollary 3.3 . NowN E ? 11 W N .assume that E occurs in both of Ind E9 and X q . Then we have1 W ?s
O ; O . This shows the second statement of the theorem. Next assumeN r
Ãthat O s O . Then E is the unique constituent contained in both ofÃN E
W N .Ind E9 and X q , and the multiplicities in them are both one. ItW ?s Ä F :follows that G , r is equal to a root of unity. Since it is a positiveÄGN
Ä F :integer, we have G , r s 1. This proves the theorem.ÄGN
2.11. In order to obtain similar results for the case of SL with respectn
Äto G , we need to consider a certain refinement of G . We denote byc, j . N
Ä Ä ÄP s LU the parabolic subgroup of G associated to N, where U coincidesP PÄFGÄ Ä Fwith U in 2.2. Then G is defined as G s Ind L. Let w be an1 N N U1.5
 .Firreducible character of Z l , which we regard as a character ofÄL
 .F FZ l U . We now consider an induced characterÄL 1.5
ÄFGÄ ÄF FG s Ind w m L . .N , w Z l. UÄL 1 .5
Ä Ä ÄLet Q s MU be the parabolic subgroup of G as given in Lemma 2.4.Q
Ä Ä Ä y1Then from the construction in 2.3, we see that L s M l w Mw . Here0 0
Ä y1 Ä .w is the longest element in W and we have w Mw s s M . We have0 0 0
the following lemma.
ÄF F<LEMMA 2.12. Let u be a linear character of M such that u s w.Z l.ÄL
ÄFWe regard u as a character of Q in a natural way. Then
ÄFGÄ F :FG , Ind u / 0.ÄÄ GN , w Q
Proof. Let
ÄFP ÄF FI s Ind w m L . .N , w Z l. UÄL 1 .5
Then by the Mackey formula, we have
ÄF y1G w y1Ä F w F F :  :FG , Ind u s I , u .Ä Ä ÄÄ G Q l PN , w Q N , w
wgW _WrWM L
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Hence it is enough to show that
 w 0 :w F FI , u s 1. 2.12.1 .0 Ä ÄQ l PN , w
w 0 Ä w 0 Ä w 0 Ä Ä Ä w 0 ÄNow Q l U s M l U , and Q l L s L. If we put S s M l U ,1 1 1
 .then by Lemma 2.4, Lie S s s9 s s m l u is another Lagrangian sub-1
space of g constructed in 2.3. Hence we can write1
w 0 Ä Ä w 0 Ä Ä w 0 Ä ÄQ l P s Q l L Q l U s LS. .  .1
ÄF ÄF F F F ÄF F  . .Then it is easy to see that P s L S ? Z l U and that L S lÄL 1.5
 .F F  .FZ l U s Z l . Again by using the Mackey formula, we haveÄ ÄL 1.5 L
ÄF FL S
F F< FI s Ind w .ÄL SN , w Z l.ÄL
It follows that
 w 0 : F F  w 0 : FI , u s w , u .ÄL S Z l.ÄN , w L
w 0  .FThe last term is equal to 1 if the restriction of u to Z l coincides withÄL
 .Fw. Now Z l is a product of various general linear groups, and so aÄL
 .Flinear character of Z l is determined by its restriction on the center ofÄL
 . w 0  .FZ l . Since w acts trivially on the center, we see that u s u on Z l .Ä ÄL 0 L
 .This shows 2.12.1 and the lemma follows.
ÄF2.13. Let r s r be an irreducible character of G . Now, W is as, E s
Äparabolic subgroup of W, and the conjugacy class of s in G* determines a
 .type b s b , . . . , b , i.e., W , S = ??? = S , where S is the symmetric1 t s b b j1 t
group of degree j. Then E g W n may be expressed as E s E G ??? G E ,s 1 t
where E g S n corresponds to a partition b of b . Using the expliciti b i ii
description of the map r ¬ O in the case of A , we see that ther ny1
 .sequence of the partitions b , . . . , b , regarded as a partition of n by1 t
arranging the order if necessary, gives the dual partition of the partition
corresponding to O . We now assume that O s O . Let m be the partitionr r N
 .of n corresponding to N as before. Then b , . . . , b gives rise to the1 t
partition m*. In particular, the partition m* turns out to be a refinement of
 .the partition b by neglecting the order . This implies, by replacing s by its
conjugate if necessary, that we may regard W as a subgroup of W . InM s
Ä Ä .other words, s is contained in the center Z M* of the dual group M* of
Ä Ä F m .M. Let us take an integer m large enough so that s g Z M* . Then s
Ã ÄF mdetermines a linear character u of M . We denote by w the restriction ofÃ
Ã F m .u to Z l . The following proposition describes a finer decomposition ofÄL
generalized Gelfand]Graev characters.
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ÄF n .PROPOSITION 2.14. Let r s r g G , and assume that O s O .s, E r N
F Ä F .  :Then there exists a unique linear character w on Z l such that G , r ÄÄ GL N , w
Ä F :s 1, and that G , r s 0 for any irreducible character w9 differentÄGN , w 9
U  .mfrom w. Here w is characterized by the property that N w s w.ÃF r F
Ä ÄF :Proof. By Theorem 2.10, we have G , r s 1. Since G is decom-ÄGN N
posed as
ÄFGÄ ÄF FG s w 1 Ind w m L , .  .N 1 Z l. U 1ÄL 1 .5
F n  . .w g Z lÄ1 L
the first assertion is clear. We show the second assertion. Let w be as in
the statement in the proposition. First we consider the case where s g
Ä F ÄF .Z M* . Then one obtains a linear character u of M corresponding to s.
ÄFG
FThe endomorphism algebra of Ind u s Ind u is isomorphic to the endo-ÄQ
morphism algebra of IndWs 1. It follows that r appears in the decomposi-WM
tion of Ind u with multiplicity one, and any irreducible character r9
appearing in Ind u satisfies the property that O ; O . Thus, by Theoremr9 r
Ä ÄF F :  :2.10 we have G , Ind u s 1. Note, since G , Ind u s 1, thatÄ ÄG GN, w N
 .Fw g Z l is characterized by the property that the inner product asÄL
< Fabove is non-zero. Hence by Lemma 2.12, we see that w s u .Z l.ÄL
Ä .Next we consider the general case, i.e., s g Z M* is not necessarily
Ä F m .F-stable. We choose an integer m such that s g Z M* . The irreducible
ÄF mcharacters of G are parametrized as in 2.8. In particular, since s g
Ä F m ÄF m .   4.G* , the set E G , s is in one to one correspondence with the set
n m. ÄF m  4.W . We denote by r the irreducible character belonging to E G , ss s, E
corresponding to E g W n . Note that r m. is F-stable if and only if E iss s, E
g-stable. Now it is known by the theory of Shintani descent that
U  . m.mN r coincides with r up to a scalar multiple. On the otherF r F s, E s, E
Ä m.hand, one can construct the generalized Gelfand]Graev character G onN
ÄF mG as
ÄF mm. G m.Ä mFG s Ind L ,N U1 .5
m.  .where L s c ( l(log see 1.6 . Then we havem
U Ä Ä m. U Ä Ä m.m mN G s G , N G s G .  /F r F N N F r F N , w N , wÃ
Ä m. Äup to scalar factors, where G is defined in a similar way as G , byN , w N, wÃ
 .F m U  . musing a linear character w on Z l such that N w s w. This isÃ ÃÄL F r F
Ä m.an abbreviation of the notation. By the discussion in 1.6, G has anN
ÄF m :extension to G s which we fix and denote by the same symbol. Then
U Ä Ä m. mF . <mN G coincides with G up to a scalar multiple. A similar factG sF r F N N
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Ä m. ÄF m :holds also for G . We also choose an extension of r to G sN, w s, E
which will be denoted again by the same symbol. The choice of such
.extensions does not affect the discussion below. Since the Shintani de-
scent preserves the inner product, we have
Ä m. m. mF :G , r / 0.ÄG sN , w s , EÃ
Ä m.On the one hand by applying Theorem 2.10 to G , we see thatN
Ä m. m. mF :G , r s 1. This implies thatÄGN s, E
Ä m. m. mF :G , r s 1.ÄGN , w s , EÃ
Then the argument in the former part of the proof can be applied to
Ä F m m Ã .s g Z M* , replacing F by F . So, we have a linear character u on
ÄF m Ã mF<M corresponding to s, and we must have u s w by the unique-ÃZ l.ÄL
Ã Ã mF <ness of w. Note that u is not necessarily F-stable. But u turns outZ l.ÄL
.to be F-stable by the above argument. This proves the proposition.
2.15. From now on, we consider the characters concerning GF s
Ä .SL F . Let P s P l G be the parabolic subgroup of G. We haven q
ÄP s LU , where L s L l G. We consider the structure of the subgroups1
 . 0 .Z l and Z l . Let m be the partition of n corresponding to N asL L
 m1 m2 .before. We express m as m s 1 , 2 , . . . in the increasing order. Then
w x  .  .by SS, IV , Z l , Z N is described asÄ ÄL L
Z l , GL . .Ä L m i
m )0i
 .Under this isomorphism, Z l is given asL
i<Z l , . . . , x , . . . g GL det x s 1 , .  .  . L i m i 5i
m )0 ii
 < 4 0 .and if we denote by d the greatest common divisor of i m ) 0 , Z li L
may be expressed as
ird0 <Z l , . . . , x , . . . g GL det x s 1 . 2.15.1 .  .  .  . L i m i 5i
m )0 ii
 . 0 .In particular, we see that Z l rZ l , Zrd Z, where d is the p9 partL L p9 p9
 .F 0 .F  .of d, and that Z l rZ l , Zrd9Z, where d9 s gcd d , q y 1 sL L p9
 .gcd d, q y 1 . Note that all the isomorphisms are defined over F .q
We now consider the generalized Gelfand]Graev character G ofc, j .
GF defined in 2.5. We shall compute the inner product of Gc, j .
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ÄFF<with the restriction r for irreducible characters r of G . The followingG
w xis a generalization of a result of Asai A, Proposition 3.1.1 , where he
considered the special case where N is a regular nilpotent element, i.e.,
G is a modified Gelfand]Graev character, and r is a regular characterc, j .
ÄF Fof G . He used this result to parametrize irreducible characters of G
appearing in the restriction of r to GF.
F nÄ .  .THEOREM 2.16. Let r s r g G . Then for each pair c, j g M ,s, E
we ha¨e the following.
F F .  < :i G , r s 0 unless O : O .G Gc, j . N r
 .  .Fii Assume that O s O . Let w be the linear character of Z l gi¨ enÄr N L
 < F: F < 0 Fin Proposition 2.14. Then G , r s 0 if w is non-tri¨ ial. IfG G Z l.c, j . L
ÃcF0 F F< <w is tri¨ ial, then w determines a character j g A , whichZ l. Z l. 0 lL L
satisfies the formula
1 if j s j 0
F F < :G , r sG Gc , j .  0 if j / j .0
cF F ÃcFHere A s A since A is abelian, and so we regard j g A as thel l l 0 l
 .F F  .F 0 .F .character of Z l ¨ia the isomorphism A , Z l rZ l .L l L L
ÄFG h F FÄ  .FProof. Let G s Ind G . Since j is a character of Z l Uc, j . G c, j . L c 1.5
0 .F Fwhich is constant on Z l U , we see thatL c 1.5
ÄFy1F GÄ Ä< < F 0 FG s A j a Ind L , 2.16.1 .  .c , j . l U Z l . a cÇ1.5 L c
FagAl
 .Fwhere a is a representative of a in Z l under the isomorphismÇ L c
F 0 F cF F Ä .  .Z l rZ l s A s A . First we consider the induction of L fromL c L c l l c
F 0 .F F  .F  . 0 .U Z l a to U Z l . It follows from 2.15.1 that Z l is aÇ Ä1.5 L c 1.5 L c L c
Ä 0 .  .  .normal subgroup of Z l and A s Z l rZ l is abelian. ThisÄ ÄL c l L c L c
implies that
U F Z l .F y1Ä1.5 L c Ä ÄF 0 FInd L s w9 a w9 m L . 2.16.2 .  .Ç  .U Z l . a c cÇ1.5 L c
F nÄ .w 9g Al
 .  .Substituting 2.16.2 into 2.16.1 , we have
ÄFGÄ ÄF F < : F FG s j , w9 Ind w9 m L . A Ac , j . U Z l . cl l Ä1.5 L c
F nÄ .w 9g Al
ÄFG ÄF Fs Ind w9 m L , 2.16.3 . . U Z l . cÄ1.5 L c
F nÄ .w 9g Al
F<w 9 A sjl
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F ÄFwhere A is naturally regarded as a subgroup of A . We now compute thel l
inner product in the theorem. By the Frobenius reciprocity, we have
Ä ÄF F F F < :  :  :G , r s G , r s G , r .Ä ÄG G G Gc , j . c , j . N , w 9
F nÄ .w 9g Al
F<w 9 A sjl
ÄNow the first assertion follows from Theorem 2.10 since G is a directN , w 9
Äsummand of G . Next assume that O s O . Then the second assertionN r N
follows from Proposition 2.14 in view of the above formula. This proves the
theorem.
2.17. We shall now look for the characters r such that the restrictions, E
0 F Ä Ä Ä .of w to Z l is trivial. Let p : G* ª G* s G*rZ* be the naturalL
Ä Äprojection, where Z* is the center of G*, and G* is the dual group of G.
Ä Ä Ä .  .Let T* s p T* be the maximal torus of G*. Then W s N T* rT* isÄG*
 .  .naturally identified with N T* rT*. Let s s p s g G*. Then the stabi-G*
lizer W of s in W turns out to be a semidirect product W i V , where Vs s s s
0 .  .is a cyclic group isomorphic to Z s rZ s . We consider r s rG* G* s, E
satisfying the following condition.
 .  .2.17.1 W is of type b s b , . . . , b with b s ??? s b s nrt. W ss 1 t 1 t s
 :W V with V , w , where w is an element of order t permuting thes s s 0 0
factors of W transitively. Furthermore, E s E G ??? G E g W n withs 1 t s
E s ??? s E .1 t
We now assume that O s O , and let m be the partition correspondingr N
 .to N. Then the dual partition m* is of the form m* s b , . . . , b where1 t
b s b s ??? s b s a is the partition of nrt corresponding to E . We1 2 t i
 .now put F9 s Fw . Then s is F9-stable see 2.8 . Let t9 be the order of1
F 9 1 .  .V . We define a subgroup Z l of Z l byÄs L L
irt 91 <Z l , . . . , x , . . . g GL det x s 1 . 2.17.2 .  .  .  . L i m i 5i
m )0 ii
1 .  . 0 .Then Z l is a subgroup of Z l containing Z l . We have theL L L
following lemma.
LEMMA 2.18. Let the embedding W ; W be gi¨ en as in 2.13, and let wM s
 .Fbe the linear character of Z l corresponding to s as gi¨ en in PropositionÄL
1 .F2.14. Then the restriction of w to Z l is tri¨ ial. In particular, the restrictionL
0 .Fof w to Z l is tri¨ ial.L
 .Proof. We express m* as a sequence of partitions, m* s a 9, . . . , a 9 , t9
copies of a 9, where a 9 is a partition of nrt9 consisting of trt9 copies of a .
Ä Ä Ä ÄAccording to this decomposition, M is decomposed as M , M = ??? = M .1 t 9
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n Ä .Since E g W , we can choose the decomposition such that M are alls ex i
 X X .F9-stable, and if we denote the partition a 9 as a 9 s a G ??? G a , we1 k
have
k
Ä XM , GL . 2.18.1 .i a j
js1
ÄUnder this isomorphism an element x in M is expressed as
t9 k
Xx s y y g GL . .  i j i j a j
is1 js1
 . 1 .Using 2.17.2 it is verified that if x g Z l , then y satisfies the condi-L i j
k  .tion that  det y s 1. We now consider the F9-stable linear charac-js1 i j
Ã ÄF m Ã Ã Ã Ãter u on M as in 2.13. Then u can be expressed as u s u G ??? G u ,1 t 9
Ã ÄF m Äwhere u is an F9-stable linear character of M , while M is decomposedi i i
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .as M , M = ??? M trt9-times , and M is a subgroup of M corre-i 0 0 0 i
sponding to the partition a of nrt. Note that F9 acts transitively on the
Ä Ã ÄF m n .set of components of M . Thus u g M is expressed asi i i
Ã q q ay 1u s f G f G ??? G f ,i
a ÄF mwhere a s trt9, and f is an F -stable linear character of M . It is easily0
ÄF 9 ÄF averified that M is naturally isomorphic to M , and under this isomor-i 0
phism, we have
Ãm m aSh u s Sh f , 2.18.2 .F r F 9 i F r F
 .where the left hand side resp. the right hand side denotes the Shintani
ÄF m ÄF m ÄF 9 ÄF a .  .descent from M resp. M to M resp. M , respectively. Now,i 0 i 0
since W is of type b , there exists a linear character f9 on GLF
m
such thats n r t
ÄF m Äf is the restriction of f9 on M . Here we regard M as a subgroup of0 0
Ä F m . .GL under the isomorphism 2.18.1 . Since f is trivial on SL , we seen r t n r t
that fX s Sh m af9 is trivial on SLF a . This implies that f s Sh m af0 F r F n r t 0 F r F
ÄF a F a Ãis trivial on M l SL . On the other hand, let w be the restriction of uÃ0 n r t
F m ÄF 9 F .  .  .to Z l . We note that M l Z l s Z l since w acts trivially onÄ Ä ÄL L L 1
 .Z l . It follows thatÄL
Ã F<m mSh u s Sh w . 2.18.3 .  . . ÃZ l.ÄF r F 9 F r FL
ÄF 9 ÄF 9 F .We consider the projection M ª M . Then the image of Z l byÄi L
ÄF ÄF 9 ÄF athis map lies in M under the isomorphism M , M . Hence, if0 i 0
1 F F Ä ÄF .  .x g Z l ; Z l ,  y g M is regarded as an element of M , andÄL L j i j i 0
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ÄF F  .by the preceding remark it is contained in M l SL . In view of 2.18.3 ,0 n r t
 . 1 .Fmthis implies that w s Sh w is trivial on Z l . So the lemmaÃF r F L
follows.
 .2.19. Let r s r be as in 2.17.1 . We denote by T the set ofs, E r
F < Firreducible characters of G appearing in the decomposition of r . ByG
making use of Theorem 2.16, we shall give a parametrization of T . Firstr
note that since A is abelian, the set A r; may be naturally identifiedl l F
ÄF F .  .  .with A see 1.2 . We define a map f : G rG ª A as follows. Wel F l F
ÄF Ä y1 Ä .  .write g g G as g s g z g g G, z g Z . Then g F g g Z l G s Z,1 1 1 1
y1  .  . y1  .the center of G, and so g F g g Z N . The image of g F g in1 1 G 1 1
 . 0  .A , Z N rZ N depends only on g up to F-twisted conjugacy on A ,l G G l
 .  .hence it determines a unique element f g in A . It is easy to see that fl F
ÄF F  .is a surjective hom om orphism from G rG to A .l F
ÄF ÄF FNow we can choose g g L as a representative of G rG . Let N be ac
 . gtwisted nilpotent element in g corresponding to c g A . Then Nl F c
 .  .corresponds to the class cc9 g A with c9 s f g . It follows from thisl F
that we see easily that
ÄF g .  .  .2.19.1 Let g g L , and f g s c9 g A . Then we have G sl F c, j .
G .cc9, j .
ÄF FOn the other hand, G rG acts transitively on the set T . We note thatr
Ker f acts trivially on it. In fact, by Theorem 2.16, there exists a unique
irreducible character in T appearing in the decomposition of G , whichr c, j .0
we denote by r . Then all other characters in T are obtained as gr for0 r 0
ÄF F  .g g G rG . Hence, by 2.19.1 any character in T is characterized as ther
< F  .unique common constituent with r and G . Hence 2.19.1 impliesG c9, j .0
that Ker f acts trivially on T .r
 .It follows that A acts transitively on T . Hence a quotient groupl F r
 .X  . w xA of A is in bijection with T . It is known by L3, Proposition 5.1l F l F r
< Fthat r is multiplicity free and T consists of t9 elements, where t9 is theG r
F 9  F 9  . .order of V as in 2.17. Note that V stabilizes E by 2.17.1 . Nows s
 .XA , Zrd Z is described in 2.15, and so A may be identified withl p9 l F
t 9  .A rA . It follows, under the notation of 2.17.2 , thatl l
X 1A , Z l rZ l . 2.19.2 .  .  .  .l L LF
X .Note that the group A can be interpreted as follows. Let A sl F l
 . 2 . 2 .  .Z l rZ l , where Z l is the subgroup of Z l defined in a similarL L L L
1 .   ..  .Xway as Z l see. 2.17.2 , but replacing t9 by t. Then A is naturallyL l F
 .isomorphic to A , the largest quotient of A on which F acts trivially.l F l
Now summing up the above discussion, we have the following parametriza-
tion of the set T .r
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 .2.19.3 Let r be the unique irreducible character in T such thatc, j . r0
 <r appears in the decomposition of G . Then we have T s r cc, j . c, j . r c, j .0 0 0
 . 4g A .l F
F 9 F 9 .2.20. We consider s s p s g G* . Then G* -conjugacy classes in
F 9G* which is contained in the geometric conjugacy class of s are
parametrized by F9-twisted classes V r; in V . Since V is abelian,s F 9 s s
 .  .this set is identified with V . Note that V is a cyclic group of orders F 9 s F 9
 .t9. We regard V as a subgroup of W , and for each x g V , choose as s s F 9
Ä .representative x g N T* corresponding to x g W ; W. Then s gÇ ÄG* s
xÇF 9 xÇF 9Ä .  .T* , and since ker p is connected, one can find s g T* such thatx
x F 9 F 9Ç .p s s s. Clearly we have W s W , and V s V since V is abelian.x s s s s sx x ÄMoreover, we note that the s are mutually non-conjugate in G. For eachx
ÄF n .  .  .pair s , E satisfying 2.17.1 , we consider r s r g G . Let Tx x s , E s, Ex
be the set of irreducible characters of GF appearing in the decomposition
F<  .of r for various x g V . Hence T is the disjoint union of variousGx s F 9 s, E
F n .  .T . Using the group A , we define a set M as M s A = A .r l s, N s, N l F lx
F n F n .  .Then the set A is regarded as a subset of A . Also, we have al l
 .  .surjective map A ª A . Let us define a subset M of M byl F l F 0
F n .  .M s A = A . We have a surjective map w : M ª M . As a0 l F l 0 s, N
corollary to Theorem 2.16 and Lemma 2.18, we have the following
parametrization of T .s, E
FCOROLLARY 2.21. Assume that O s O . Then A is isomorphic tor N l
F 1 F .  .Z l rZ l . There exists a bijection T l M satisfying the following.L L s, E s, N
 .For a pair c, j g M , let r g T be the character corresponding tos, N c, j . s, E
 .  .c, j . Then for each c9, j 9 g M ,0
1 if w c9, j 9 s c, j .  . .
F :G , r sGc9 , j 9. c , j .  0 if w c9, j 9 / c, j . .  . .
F .  :Moreo¨er, if c9, j 9 g M is not in M , we ha¨e G , r s 0 for anyG0 c9, j 9. 1
r g T .1 s, E
Proof. By applying Theorem 2.16 together with Lemma 2.18 to r gx
ÄF n ÃF .G , we see that there exists a unique character j g A such thatx l
 : F 1 .F 0 .F G , r / 0. By Lemma 2.18, j is trivial on Z l rZ l cf.Gc, j . x x L Lx
 ..  .  .2.19.2 . In particular, c, j is in the image of M . Now, by 2.19.3 , Tx s, N r x
 .  . < . <is parametrized by the pair c, j with c g A . Note that V sx l F s F 9
F F 1 F< . < < < <  .  . <A s A s t9, and that Z l rZ l F t9. Hence in order tol F l L L
complete the proof we have only to show that
 .  .2.21.1 j are all distinct for x g V .x s F 9
Ä F m .We shall show 2.21.1 . We choose m large enough so that s g T* .x
mFÄ .  .Since p s s p s s s, s is written as s s sz with z g Z* . Hencex x x x x
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Ã ÄF mthere exists an F9-stable linear character u of T and a linear character
ÄF m Ã Ä Ä Äv of G such that uv is xF9-stable. Let M s M = ??? = M be theÇx x 1 t 9
Ä Ädecomposition of M as in the proof of Lemma 2.16. Then M are alli
ÄF9-stable, and x permutes the factors of M. We choose x as a generator of
Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .V such that x M s M for i g Zrt9Z. Then T ; M is also decom-s F 9 i iq1
Ä Ä Ä Äposed as T s T = ??? = T according to the decomposition of M, where1 t 9
Ä ÄT is an F9-stable maximal torus of M mutually isomorphic. We computei i
Ã ÄF mthe restriction of uv on T and its Shintani descent. Now v is writtenx x
ÄF mon T as
ÄF m<v T s v G ??? G v ,x 1 1
ÄF m ÄF m Ãwhere v is a linear character of T , T . Since u is F9-stable, and1 i 1
Ã Ã ÄF muv is xF9-stable, u may be written on T asÇx
Ã t 9y1 t 9u s u G u c G ??? G u c , with c s 1, 2.21.2 .1 1 1
y1 ÄF m .where c s v F9 v . Note, since v is a linear character of G , w1 1 x 1
stabilizes v . It follows that1
c s v F vy1 s v1yq . 2.21.3 . .1 1 1
 .  .Moreover, by the same reason, v is expressed as v y s v det y for1 1 1
m U UFÄ my g T , where v is a homomorphism from F to Q . Let us denote by1 1 q l
u a generator of the multiplicative group FUm. Since ct 9 s 1, we see, byq
 . t 92.21.3 , that v is F-stable. Since W is of type b , we see that1 s
c, c2, . . . , ct 9y1 are all distinct. It follows that
qy1 .  .2.21.4 v u is a primitive t th root of unity.1
Ä Ä Ä .We now consider the restriction S s T l Z l . Then S is a torusÄL
Ä ÄF m .contained in the diagonal subgroup of T , and for y s y , . . . , y g S ,1 1
 . t 9 .  .F mwe have v y s v y . Since the restriction of v on Z l isÄx 1 1 x L
 < F m.mF-stable, one can consider the Shintani descent Sh v , andZ l.ÄF r F x L
 < F m.  < F m.m msimilarly Sh v . Put v s Sh v . Then v is a charac-Ä ÄS SF r F x 0 F r F x 0
ÄF m ÄFF < .mter of S , which is the restriction of Sh v on S . We nowZ l.ÄF r F x L
Ä Ä t 9identify S with the subtorus of T . Since v is F9-stable, we have a1 1
relation
t 9 < Fmv s Sh v .Ä . S0 F r F 1
 .  .Now, in view of 2.19.2 , we can choose as a generator y g A anl F
Ä .  .element y g Z l such that y s y , . . . , y g S with det y a primitiveL 1 1 1
 . 1qqq? ? ?qq my 1mt th root of unity. Put u s N u s u . Then u is a genera-0 F r F 0
U <tor of the multiplicative group F . Since t9 q y 1, det y g F . So we mayq 1 q
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assume that det y s uqy1.r t 9. It follows from this that1 0
v y s v t 9 Ny1m y .  . .0 1 F r F
t 9 qy1.r t 9s v u .1
qy1s v u . .1
 . 2 t 9Hence, by 2.21.4 , we see that v , v , . . . , v s 1 have mutually distinct0 0 0
Ä F .restriction on S l Z l .L
In the above discussion if we replace v by v i for i such thatx x
ÄF m m X XF<i i0 F i F t9 y 1, v on T is written as v s v G ??? G v , and byÄTx x 1 1
 . X  Xy1. i 1yq. i X  < F m.m i2.21.2 we see that v F v s c s v . Let v s Sh v .ÄS1 1 1 0 F r F x
X iqy1. .  .Then the similar argument as before shows that v y s v u s0 1
i m ÄF .  < .m iv y . This implies that the restriction of Sh v on S lZ l.Ä0 F r F x L
 .F iZ l are all distinct. It follows, if we denote by w the linear characterL x
 .F iof Z l corresponding to s as given in Proposition 2.14, that theÄL x
 .F  .irestrictions of w on Z l are all distinct. This shows 2.21.1 , and thex L
corollary follows.
2.22. We shall extend the previous results to a more general case. In
Äthis subsection, we consider the groups G and G as
ÄG , GL = ??? = GL .n n1 r
Ä ÄWe regard G as a subgroup of GL , with n s  n and put G s G l SL .n i n
Ä ÄLet G s GL . We consider a Frobenius map F on G of the formi n i ÄF s fF , where F is a split Frobenius map on G and f is a permutation0 0
Ä Ä Äof the factors in G. Let T be the F -split maximal torus of G , and leti 0 i
Ä Ä Ä ÄT s T = ??? = T be an F-stable maximal torus of G which is maximally1 r
split with respect to F. The notation given in 2.8 can be applied also to this
Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .case. Then W s N T rT , W = ??? = W with W , N T rT . A simi-Ä ÄG 1 r i G i iiÄ ÄU ÄUlar definition works also for the dual group G* , G = ??? = G . Then1 i
Ä ÄU .s g T* is written as s s s , . . . , s with s g T , and W can be expressed1 r i i s
 .as W , W = ??? = W . We now assume that W is of type b , . . . , b ,s 1, s r , s i, s i i1 r i
t-times, where t s n rb is a fixed integer independent of i. We consideri i
an irreducible character E of W of the types
E , E G ??? G E , where E , EX G ??? G EX g W n , with EX g S n .1 r i i i i , s i bi i
2.22.1 .
 4Assume that the class s is F-stable. Then there exists w g Z as in 2.81 s
 .nsuch that s is Fw -stable. We assume that E g W . Let b be a1 s ex i
partition of b corresponding to EX, and let m be the partition of n whichi i i i
 .   .is dual to b , . . . , b , t-times. Here we regard b , . . . , b as a partitioni i i i
.of n s b t.i i
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Let N be a nilpotent element in gl corresponding to m , and leti n ii
N s  N g gl s [gl . Hence N is a nilpotent element correspondingi n ni
 .to the partition m s m , . . . , m . Then we have O s O for r s r . Let1 r r N s, E
Ä Ä ÄP be the parabolic subgroup of G and let L be its Levi subgroupi i i
Äassociated to N as in 2.2. We define a parabolic subgroup P and its Levii
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Äsubgroup L of G by P s P = ??? = P and L s L = ??? = L . Put P s P1 r 1 r
Äl G and L s L l G. If we denote by l the linear map u ª k corre-1
 .  . 0 .sponding to N as in 2.2, then Z l , Z l , and Z l are described in aÄL L L
 m1 m2 .similar way as in 2.15 for m s 1 , 2 , . . . .
 U U .  .We can write the partition m* s m , . . . , m as m* s a , . . . , a , t-1 r
 .times, where a s b , . . . , b , regarded as a partition of nrt. Then as in1 r
 .the proof of Lemma 2.16, m* can be expressed as m* s a 9, . . . , a 9 ,
t9-copies of a 9, where a 9 is a partition of nrt9 consisting of trt9 copies of
Ä Ä Ä Äa . Let M , M = ??? = M be the decomposition of M with respect to1 t 9
Ä Ä .a 9, . . . , a 9 , and let M be the factor of M corresponding to the partition0 i
of a as in the proof of Lemma 2.18. We now assume the following
property for s.
ÄU Ä .2.22.2 Let s g M be the projection of s g M*. Then s is contained0 0 0
ÄUin the center of GL when M is regarded as a subgroup of GL .n r t 0 n r t
ÄWe consider the natural projection p : G* ª G*. Note that G* ,
Ä Ä ÄG*rZ*, where Z* is the center of GL which is regarded as a subgroup ofn
Ä  .G*. Let s s p s g G*. Then W can be written as W s W V , where Vs s s s s
0 .  .is a cyclic group isomorphic to Z s rZ s . We now assume thatG* G*
 .  :2.22.3 V s w , where w g W is an element of order t, permutings 0 0
transitively factors of W for each i.i, si
Let F9 s w F and let t9 be the order of V F 9. We define a subgroup1 s
1 .  .  .  .Z l of Z l as in 2.15.2 . Then under the assumption of 2.22.2 andÄL L
 .2.22.3 the arguments given in 2.16]2.21 can be applied without change.
In particular, we have the following.
FCOROLLARY 2.23. Let T be a set of irreducible characters of G ass, E
X1 F F F .  .  .  .  .defined in 2.20. Put A s Z l rZ l , A s Z l rZ l , andl F L L l L L
F n .  .let M s A = A . Then the set T is parametrized by M ass, N l F l s, E s, N
gi¨ en in Corollary 2.21.
3. SHINTANI DESCENT IDENTITIES
3.1. In this section we formulate Shintani descent identities, and discuss
some consequences in the case of special linear groups. In what follows, we
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Ästate the results only for G s SL and G s GL , for simplicity. However,n n
Äsimilar results hold by an appropriate modification for the groups G and G
discussed in 2.22. First we review the notion of twisted induction. Let
ÄG s SL and G s GL as in Section 2. We follow the notation in 2.8. Forn n
a subset J of P, we consider a standard parabolic subgroup P s L U ofJ J J
type J, where L is the Levi subgroup of P containing T , and U is theJ J J
 .unipotent radical of P . We put L s L . For a w g W such that Fw J s J,J J
 .choose a representative w g N T . We consider the varietyÇ G
wÇy1<S s g g G g F g g F wU rU l F U . . 4 .Ç  .J J J
F F wÇThen G = L acts naturally on S, and we get an induced action of
F F w i i F wÇ Ç .  .G = L on H S s H S, Q . For each irreducible L -module p , ac c l
F G  .virtual G -module R p is defined byLw .Ç
F wÇLiG iR p s y1 H S m p . .  .  . .Lw . cÇ
iG0
G  .Extending the correspondence p ¬ R p linearly, we get a linear mapLw .Ç
G F wÇ F .  .R : C L r; ª C G r; , which is called the twisted induction.Lw .Ç
F FÃ   4.Now G is partitioned into subsets E G , s according to the F-stable
 4  4semisimple classes s in G*. For an F-stable class s , we denote by
 s. F F .  .C G r; the subspace of C G r; spanned by irreducible characters
F  4.  4belonging to E G , s . If we take an Fw-stable class s in L*, the classÇ
G 4s in G* is F-stable. It is known that R maps the subspaceLw .Ç
 s. F w  s. FÇ .  .C L r; into C G r; .
w x GFollowing S2 , we shall define a twisted version of R by a FrobeniusLw .Ç
map F m. Take a positive integer m such that the map F m stabilizes S.
 m. i .Then it induces a map F * on H S . We now assume that m is largec
m F wÇ m .enough so that F acts trivially on L . Then F * stabilizes the
F wÇi L  . .subspace H S m p , and one can define a mapc
F wÇLim. m y1 iR p x s y1 Tr F * x *, H S m p .  .  .  .  .  . .  /Lw . cÇ
iG0
for each x g GF. Extending linearly, we have a linear map
m. F wÇ FR : C L r; ª C G r; . . .Lw .Ç
m.  s. F w  s. FÇ .  .  4Note that R also maps C L r; to C G r; for a class s asLw .Ç
above.
Ä Ä Ä3.2. Let P s L U be the parabolic subgroup of G of type J such thatJ J J
Ä ÄP s P l G, L s L l G. We putJ J J J
wÇy1Ä Ä<S s g g G g F g g F wU rU l F U . .  . 4Ç  .J J J
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F F wÇÄ Ä Ä ÄThen G = L acts naturally on S, and we have an isomorphism S ,J
ÄF G F ÄFG = S compatible with G -action. It follows that
i F iÄ Äw x FH S , Q G m H S . 3.2.1 .  . .c l Q wG x cl
m Ä m i Ä .  .The action of F on S induces an action F * on H S . This action isc
 .  m.compatible with the isomorphism in 3.2.1 , where F * acts trivially on
FÄw x  w x.Q G . Now it is known e.g., S2, Proposition 1.6 that if m is largel
m i Ä m r2 .enough, then the eigenvalues of F on H S are integral powers of q .c
 . i .Hence by 3.2.1 , a similar result holds also for H S , i.e.,c
 .3.2.2 There exists an integer m such that if m is divisible by m ,0 0
m i . m r2then the eigenvalues of F on H S are integral powers of q .c
3.3. In order to describe Shintani descent identities, we shall review
here the definition of the map a . For a fixed positive integer m, weF wÇ
consider an irreducible representation p of LF
m
. We assume that p is
Fw-stable. Let us denote by s the restriction of F on LF
m
. Then theÇ
restriction of Fw on LF
m
is written as s w. Let p be an extension of p toÇ Ç Ä
F m :the semidirect product L s w , and we denote by V the representationÇ
space of p . The representation p is naturally lifted to the representationÄ
of P F
m
, which we denote also by p . Let P be the space of all functionsJ
F m F m  . .f : G ª V endowed with an G -module structure by gf x s
 .  F m.f xg g, x g G . We define a subspace P of P byp
< F
m F mP s f g P f pg s p p f g for p g P , g g G . .  .  . 4p J
Then P is a GF
m
-submodule of P, which realizes IndG
F m
F m p . Noticingp P
 .that Fw J s J, we can define a linear map t on P asÇ p , wÇ
< F
m
<y1 y1t f x s U f w yx . 3.3.1 .  .  . .Çp , w w JÇ
mFygUw J
 . .  y1 ..  .Let us define F: P ª P by F f x s f F x , and p s w : P ª PÄ Ç
 . . .  .  .  F m.by p s w f x s p s w f x f g P, x g G . Then it is easily veri-Ä Ç Ä Ç
 .fied that a linear map p s w Ft : P ª P leaves P invariant. WeÄ Ç p , w pÇ
 F m .  F m .define a map a : C L r; ª C G r; byF w F w FÇ Ç
a p x s Tr xp s w Ft , P x g GF m , 3.3.2 .  .  .  .  . .Ä Ä ÇF w p , w pÇ Ç
 F m .for each p g C L r; and then extending linearly to the wholeÄ F wÇ
  F m .space. Here we regard p as an element in C L r; by taking itsÄ F wÇ
restriction on LF
m
s w . The collection of such p corresponding to Fw-sta-Ç Ä Ç
 F m . .ble irreducible characters gives rise to a basis of C L r; .F wÇ
Now the following formula can be proved in an entirely similar way as in
w xS2, S3 .
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 .PROPOSITION 3.4 Shintani Descent Identity . Under the notation in 3.3,
the following diagram is commutati¨ e.
Sh mF r FmF F6 .  .C G r; C G r;F6 6
m.a RFwÇ Lw .Ç
mShF r F wÇmF F wÇ6 .  .C L r; C L r; .F wÇ
3.5. Let d be an irreducible cuspidal representation of LF
m
. In order to
make the map a more comprehensive, we relate it to the Hecke algebraF wÇ
associated to the induced representation of d . For this, we shall describe
the structure of the Hecke algebra. Put
< w 4W s w g W wJ s J , d , d .d
w xAccording to Howlett and Lehrer HL , W can be decomposed as W ,d d
W 0V , where W 0 is a normal subgroup of W which is a reflection groupd d d d
with a set of simple reflections S associated to some root system G ; Sd
 w x.in the sense of HL, Sect. 2 , and V is given byd
< q qV s w g W w G ; G , 4 .d d
where Gqs G l Sq is the set of positive roots in G. We consider the
F m w xinduced representation P on G . It was proved in HL, Theorem 6.1 ,d
 .for reductive groups G in general, that the endomorphism algebra H d
m . w xFs End P is isomorphic to the group algebra Q W , twisted by aG d l d m
certain two cocycle m. In the case where G has the connected center,
w xLusztig L2 proved that m is trivial. This fact was also verified for
w xG s SL by Lehrer Le . Finally, the triviality of m was proved in generaln
w xby M. Geck G by reducing the problem to Lusztig's results.
 .Let M be the subgroup of N L generated by L and w g W . Then dG d
can be extended to a representation of M F
m
. In fact, d can be extended to
F m w xa projective representation of M , and according to HL the correspond-
ing two cocycle is cohomologous to m, which is trivial as remarked above.
Ä F m wWe fix an extension d of d to M . Then according to HL, Theorem
Ä F mx4.14 there exists a suitable extension d of d to M satisfying the
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 .  .following. H d has a basis T w g W over Q with relationsw d l
i T T s T for w g W , x g V . w x w x d d
0Ä Ä Äii T T s T if l ww9 s l w q l w9 w , w9 g W .  .  .  .  .w w 9 w w 9 d
m l s.iii T q 1 T y q s 0 for s g S . .  .  .s s d
3.5.1 .
Ä 0Here l is the length function of W with respect to S , and l: S ª Zd d d ) 0
is a function which takes constant values under W -conjugate. Further-d
  ..more, T : P ª P is constructed from t see 3.3.1 by the formulaw d d d , wÇ
mr2 Äm. lw .m r2ÄT s « q q d w t , .  .Çw w w d , wÇ
 0 .where, if w g W is written as w s yx y g W , x g V , q is given asd d d w
q s  q l s., s runs through the elements in a reduced expression of y inw s
W 0. Furthermore, w ¬ « m. s "1 is a linear character of W which isd w d
trivial on V .d
3.6. We now consider a cuspidal character d of LF
m
more precisely.
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄAssume that L s L is of the form L , L = ??? = L , where L is aJ 1 k i
Ä  .standard Levi subgroup such that L , GL = ??? = GL d -times . Leti n n ii i
Ä ÄF m Ä Ä Äd be a cuspidal character of L of the following type; d , d G ??? G d ,1 r
Ä Ä Ä ÄX ÄXwhere d is a character of L such that d , d G ??? G d , with a cuspidali i i i i
ÄX F m Ä F mcharacter d of GL . Then the restriction of d on L is a sum ofi n i
cuspidal characters of LF
m
. We denote by d one of the irreducible
w x 0constituents. Then by Lehrer Le, Theorem 10 , W s W V is given asd d d
W 0 , S = ??? = S , V , ZrtZ, for some integer t ) 0, and V acts ond d d d d1 k
W 0 as permuting the factors in the direct product. We note also that thed
Ä ÄF m 0 Ä .ramification group W of d in G is isomorphic to W . Let H d be theÄd dÄF m mG FÄ ÄmFendomorphism algebra of V s Ind d . Then the restriction of the G -ÄP
F m G F
m Ä mm F < .Fmodule V to G coincides with V s Ind d . Hence any elementL0 P
Ä m .  .FT g H d gives rise to an element of E s End V . Then we haveG 0
 .  0.  . 3.6.1 Let H W be the subalgebra of H d generated by T w gd w
0 0 Ä.  .  .W . Then H W is isomorphic to H d . In particular, the structure ofd d
Ä .  .H d is completely determined by H d and by W .d
w x  .In fact, by Le, 4.17 , we see that E , H d . Hence we have an algebra
Ä .  .homomorphism H d ª H d , which is clearly injective. The definition of
ÄF m .t in 3.3.1 , and the similar formula for G implies that the image ofd , wÇ
 0.  .this map is equal to H W . This shows 3.6.1 .d
We now consider a set
< F wZ s w g W F wJ s J , d , d . . 4d
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Then Z can be written as Z s w W for some w g W. We choose w sod d d d d d
 q. qthat Fw G ; G . But contrast to the case where the center is con-d
nected, w is not unique, and in fact, such w form a coset of V . Anyway,d d d
Ä  .Fw permutes L 1 F i F r . Let g : W ª W be the automorphismd i d d d
0 Ä  :induced by the map Fw . Then g stabilizes W . Let W s W g be thed d d d d d
semidirect product of W with the cyclic group generated by g . Then thed d
Ä .  .Hecke algebra H d can be extended to an algebra H d with basis
Ä n .  .T w g W . We denote by W the set of isomorphism classes ofw d d ex
Äirreducible W -modules which are extendable to a W -module over Q .d d l
Note, by using the structure of W s W 0V , we see that any irreducibled d d
 .W -module E is chosen to be over K, where K is a cyclotomic field Q zd
 m.with z , a primitive t th root of unity. Let E q be the corresponding
n Ä .  .irreducible H d -module. Now, for each E g W , let E be an exten-d ex
Ä Ä m .sion to W . Then corresponding to E, E q can be extended to and
Ä Ä m .  .H d -module, which we denote by E q . Note, since g and V acts as ad d
m Ä m .  .permutation on S = ??? = S , that one can choose E q and E q ind d1 k
a standard way. It follows from this, for each w g W , thatd
m m r2 m m r2ÄTr T , E q g K q , Tr T , E q g K q . 3.6.2 .  .  . .  /w g wd
w xNow, the discussion given in 1.12]1.13 in S2 works also in our case
without change, and we have the following formula for sufficiently large m.
 . F m3.6.3 For each x g G , y g W , we haved
ÄTr xd s w Ft T , P .Ç /d d , w y dÇd
Äyl w .m r2 md Äs q Tr xs , r Tr T , E q . . .Ä  /E g yd
n .Eg Wd ex
Here r is an extension of the irreducible GF
m
-module r , correspondingÄE E
n ÄF m .to E g W , to G . The extension is uniquely determined by thed ex
Ä Ä m .choice of d and E q .
Ä 0We now extend the length function l on W to the whole of W byd d
Ä Ä 0 .  .  .l x¨ s l x for x g W , ¨ g V . We note here that the values l s ford d
s g S are constant in our case, which we denote by l. For each E g W n ,d d
we define Dim E by Dim E s Dim E , where E is an irreducible charac-1 1
ter of W 0 appearing in the restriction of E to W 0, and Dim E is thed d 1
Ä m .  .corresponding formal dimension of the H d -module E q . Note Dim E1 1
is independent of the choice of E . Then the following formula is easily1
w  .xverified using similar arguments given in L1, 1.5.5 .
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 .  .n3.6.4 For each E, E9 g W ,d ex
Äym l l x . m mÄ Äy1 y1q Tr T , E q Tr T , E9 q .  .  /  /g x x gd d
xgWd
Äm l l x . Ä Ä q dim ErDim E if E , E9,x g Wds  0 if E ` E9.
 .  .  .Now it follows from 3.6.3 and 3.6.4 that Tr xs , r can be expressedÄE
Ä . .as a linear combination of a d x for various y g W . Since the mapF w y dÇ Çd
 4R preserves the subspaces corresponding to the class s , PropositionLw y .Ç Çd
3.4 implies the following result.
 s. F w yÇ Çm dF < .  .mPROPOSITION 3.7. Assume that Sh d g C L r;L s w yÇ ÇF r F w yÇ Ç d1  s. F .  .mfor any y g W . Then we ha¨e Sh r g C G r; .Äd F r F E
 .3.8. By making use of the formula 3.6.3 , one can obtain an explicit
w xdescription of the map a as given in S2, Lemma 1.15 . Let p be anF w
 . F mFw-stable irreducible not necessarily cuspidal representation of L .Ç
 .Then there exists a Levi subgroup L K ; J and a cuspidal representa-K
tion d of LF
m
such that p is isomorphic to p , the irreducible represen-K E9
tation of LF
m
corresponding to E9, where E9 is an irreducible representa-
X  .tion of W s W . Since p is Fw-stable, d is Fww9-stable for someÇ ÇÇd J d
ÃF m Xw9 g W . Let Z be as before defined for d g L . We define Z ; W inJ d K d J
a similar way as Z , but replacing F by Fw, and W by W . Then one canÇd J
choose w and wX such that Z s w W , ZX s wX W X, as in 3.6. Accordingly,d d d d d d d d
we have automorphisms g : W ª W , g X: W X ª W X. We have an irre-d d d d d d
Ä Ä m .  .ducible H d -module E q as before. On the other hand, the semidirect
Ä X X X Ä :  .product group W s W g is defined similar to W . Let H9 d be thed d d d
X Ä .  .  .subalgebra of H d generated by T w g W , and let H9 d be thew d
Ä X X n X .extended algebra corresponding to W . Then E9 g W is g -stable, andd d d
Ä Ä m .  .one gets an irreducible H9 d -module E9 q corresponding to an exten-
Ä Ä Xsion E9 of E9 to W . Putd
m. Ä m Ä mV s Hom E9 q , E q . .  . .Ä ÄE9 , E H 9d .
Now w can be written as w s w ywXy1 for some y g W . We define and d d
endomorphism g m.: V m. ª V m. by g m. s T ( f (Ty1 for f g V m. ,Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Äw E9, E E9, E w g y g 9 E9, E
where g s g , g 9 s g X. Then the following lemma is proved in a similard d
w xway as in S3, 1.15 .
LEMMA 3.9. Assume that m is large enough. Let p s p be an Fw-sta-E9
ble irreducible character of LF
m
, and put w s w ywXy1 as in 3.8. Then weJ d d
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ha¨e
< F ma p .Ä L s wF w E9
ym r2 X m.Ä Ä Äm. y lw .q l y .y lw ..m r2 m. md d F<s « q q Tr g , V r , . ÄÄ Ä G s /y y w E9 , E E
n .Eg Wd ex
ÃF m ÃF m ÄF m .  .where p resp. r is an extension p g L resp. r g G to LÄ ÄE9 E E9 E
ÄF m .resp. G , respecti¨ ely.
4. MAIN RESULTS
 .4.1. In this section, we parametrize irreducible characters of SL F inn q
terms of generalized Gelfand]Graev characters, and then determine the
Shintani descent of irreducible characters.
In order to make the induction process smooth, we consider more
Ägeneral groups G and G such as discussed in 2.22. We follow the notation
Äin the first part of 2.22. Let s g T* and W be as in 2.22. Concerning thes
 .structure of W , we pose the same assumption as 2.22.2 . Under such as
setup, we consider an irreducible character E g W n of the following type,s
which is more general than the one considered in 2.22; E , E G ??? G E ,1 r
with E g W n andi i, si
E , E G ??? G E G ??? G E G ??? G E , 4.1.1 .i i1 i1 i k iki i
where E , . . . , E are distinct irreducible characters of S , and Ei1 i k b i ji i
appears d -times. Now assume that s is F9-stable, where F9 s Fw is asi j 1
in 2.22. We denote by g an automorphism on W induced by F9. Wes
n Ä .assume here that E g W and consider a Levi subgroup L ss ex
Ä Ä Ä ÄL = ??? = L ; G according to the decomposition of E, where L ,1 r i
Ä Ä ÄL = ??? = L with L , GL . Then clearly W coincides with thei1 i k ik b d si i i i j Ä Ästabilizer W of s in the Weyl group W of L*. Note that L isÄ ÄL*, s L*
F9-stable. Replacing s by its conjugate in W if necessary, we may assume
Äfurther that L is F-stable. Hence w g W . It follows that the mapÄ1 L*
ÄF9 s Fw on L* is regarded as a map defined in 2.8 replacing W by W .Ä1 L*
Ä ÄWe consider a standard parabolic subgroup P of G with Levi subgroup L.
Ä ÄDefine F-stable subgroups of G by P s P l G and L s L l G. For
Än F n LÄ .  .E g W , we consider r s r g G as in 2.8. Let r9 s r be thes ex s, E s, E
ÄFirreducible character of L defined in a similar way as in 2.8 for E g
 .n  .W . Let us denote by T resp. T 9 the set of irreducible characters ofÄL*, s ex
F  F . < F  < F .G resp. L appearing in the decomposition of r resp. r9 ,G L
respectively. Then we have the following lemma.
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LEMMA 4.2. For any r g T 9, we ha¨e rX s IndG FF r g T. Under the0 0 P 0
map r ¬ rX , the set T 9 is in bijecti¨ e correspondence with T.0 0
ÄFG
FProof. By the transitivity of the twisted induction, we see that Ind r9ÄP
G F < FFs r. It follows that Ind r is a direct summand of r . Also we knowGP 0
< F < Fthat r and r9 are multiplicity free. Hence to prove the lemma, it isG L
0< < < <  .  .enough to show that T s T 9 . Let V s Z s rZ s , where s de-s, L L* L*
Änotes the image of s under the natural map L* ª L*. Then F9 acts
 .   ..naturally on V and V . Let V E resp. V E be the stabilizer of Es s, L s s, L
 . F 9 .  F 9  ..in V resp. V , and V E resp. V E be the subgroup ofs s, L s s, L
w xF9-fixed points. Then it follows from L3, Proposition 5.1 that we have
< < < F 9 . < < < < F 9  . <  .T s V E and T 9 s V E . Now it is easy to see that V E ,s s, L s
 4V , ZraZ, where a s gcd d . Hence, if we denote by t9 the order ofs, L i j
F 9 F 9 . F 9  4the cyclic group V , we have V E , V , ZrcZ with c s gcd t9, d .s s s, L i j
F 9  .Since any element in V stabilizes E, we get V E , ZrcZ. Thiss, L s, L
< < < <shows T s T 9 , and the lemma is proved.
Ä4.3. Let G and G be as in 4.1. We shall consider a parametrization of
ÄF n ÃF ÃF .G in advance to that of G . By a general theory, G is partitioned
F  4.  4into subsets E G , s , where s runs over F-stable semisimple classes in
 4G*. We fix s g T* for a given F-stable semisimple class s ; G*, and
Ä  .  4choose s g T* such that p s s s and that the class s is F-stable. One
can find w g Z and an isomorphism g s Fw : W ª W as in 2.8. Now1 s 1 s s
Ä x F 9 .W is written as W s W V . For each x g V , we choose s g T*s s s s s x
y1 .  .such that p s s s. Take z g V and put y s zxF9 z g V . Thenx s s
Ä x F 9 y1 Ä yF 9 y1 .  .z T* z s T* , and we may take s s zs z . Clearly W s W sy x s sx y
ÄW . Since s and s are in a same class in G*, we haves x y
ÄF ÄF  4.   4.E G , s s E G , s . However, the parameter sets for them are dif-x y
ÄF n g x  4.  .ferent. The former set E G , s is parametrized by W , the set ofx s
g -stable irreducible characters of W , with g s xF9: W ª W , and thex s x s s
 n.g ylatter is done by W . The relation between these two parametrizationss
is described as follows.
 . z  n.g x  n.g y4.3.1 The map E ª E9 s E gives a bijection W , W .s s
n g x Ä .For each E g W , under an appropriate choice of extensions E ands
ÄE9, we have
r s r .s , E s , E9x y
In fact, the first assertion is clear. We show the equality. Now r ands , Ex Ä .r are defined by the formula in 2.8.1 . We fix an extension E tos , E9y
Ä :  :  :W g and determine E9 to W g by the isomorphism ad z: W g ,s x s y s x
 : F mmW g . For each w g W , we consider the norm maps N : T ªs y s F r x F 9w
T x F 9w and N m : T F
m ª T yF 9w for sufficiently large m. Since theF r yF 9w
maps N m and N m y1 commute with ad z: T F
m ª T F m andF r x F 9w F r yF 9z w z
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ad z: T x F 9w ª T yF 9z w zy1, the verification of the formula is reduced to the
w F w 9F  y1 .following statement: let ad z: T , T with w9 s zwF z for w, z g
Ãw F z y1 Ãw 9FW. Take u g T and let u s u ( z g T . Then we have
R u s R zu . 4.3.2 .  .  .T Tw w 9
 .But using the orthogonality relations for R u , we can check that theT
  .  .:  z . z .:   . z .:inner products R u , R u , R u , R u , and R u , R uT T T T T Tw w w 9 w 9 w w 9
 .  .are all the same. This implies 4.3.2 and so 4.3.1 follows.
4.4. We now give a parametrization of irreducible characters of GF. We
 .fix a set of representatives of V r; and identify it with V .s F 9 s F 9
Ä x F 9 .  .For each x g V we define s g T* and g : W ª W as in 4.3.s F 9 x x s s
 n.g x g x  n.g x F 9 g x  n.g xLet W rV s W rV be the set of V -orbits in W . Fors s s s s s
n g x F 9 ÄF .each E9 g W rV , we consider r g G . Let T be the set ofs s s , E9 x, E9x
irreducible characters of GF appearing in the restriction of r to GF.s , E9xw xThen by L3 , the set T are mutually disjoint andx, E9
F  4E G , s s T , 4.4.1 . . @ x , E9
 .x , E9
 .  .  n.g x F 9where x, E9 runs over all x g V and E9 g W rV . Moreover,s F 9 s s
x F 9 .n F 9 .nthe set T is parametrized by V E9 s V E9 . But this corre-x, E9 s s
spondence depends on the choice of r g T and so it is not necessarily0 x, E9
canonical.
 .We now modify the parameter set of the right hand side of 4.4.1 . The
following formula is essentially due to C. Bonnafe. The author is veryÂ
grateful to him for it.
 .4.4.2 There exists a natural bijection
g xn F 9f : V E9 , W rV , .  .@ @F 9s s s
n F 9  . . xg VEg W rV s F9s s
 n .F 9 nwhere W rV means the set of F9-stable V -orbits in W .s s s s
 .We show 4.4.2 . We choose an element E g O for each F9-stable
V -orbit O in W n and fix them. Then there exists a g V such thats s E s
< u F 9u g V E s E s V E a . . 4s s E
 .We fix such a s a for each E. Now for each y g V E , one can findE s
 . y1  . y aF 9x g V and z g V such that ya s z xF9 z . Since E s E, wes F 9 s
x F 9z . z z  n.g xhave E s E, and so E9 s E g W . The correspondence y ¬ E9s
 .  n.g x F 9induces a well-defined map from V E to @ W rV . It is easy tos x s s
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see that this gives an injective map
g xn F 9V E r; ª W rV . .  .@s F 9 s s
 .xg V s F9
The surjectivity of f is also clear from the construction of the map. Hence
 .4.4.2 holds.
 n .F 9  .4.5. Let E g W rV . For each y g V E , one gets a pairs s s F 9
 .  .  .x, E9 s f y by 4.4.2 . As described in 4.4, the set T is in bijectionx, E9
F 9 .n z F 9 .nwith V E9 . But since E9 s E for z g V , we see that V E9 ss s s
F 9 n .  .V E . Let T be the set of unions of various T where x, E9 runss s, E x, E9
 .  .over all the pairs in the image of V E under f. It follows from 4.4.1s F 9
 .and 4.4.2 , we have
F  4E G , s s T . . @ s , E
n F 9 .Eg W rVs s
F 9 n .  .We define a set M by M s V E = V E . Then it follows froms, E s, E s s F 9
 .4.4.2 that T is in bijection with the set M . But this parametrizations, E s, E
is not canonical.
The set T has another description. Let a s a be as in 4.4 fors, E E
 n .F 9 y1  . zE g W rV . Since ya s z xF9 z and E9 s E for some z g V , wes s s
y1 Ä y aF 9 .  .see that r s r by 4.3.1 , where s s z s z g T* ands , E s , E9 y xy x
 n. aF 9E g W . Hence if we define a set T as before using r , the sets s , E s , Ey y
T coincides with T . It follows thats , E s , E9y x
 .4.5.1 Under the correspondence T l M , the set T corre-s, E s, E s , EyF 9 .n  4sponds to the set V E = y , and we haves
T s T .@s , E s , Ey
 .ygV Es F9
We shall give a parametrization of T in terms of generalizeds, E
Gelfand]Graev characters, i.e.,
 .4.5.2 There exists a natural bijective correspondence T l Ms, E s, E
 n .F 9for each E in W rV and so we have a natural bijections s
F  4E G , s , M . . @ s , E
n F 9 .Eg W rVs s
We construct a bijection M l T inductively according to the ranks, E s, E
of G. So, we assume that the bijection was constructed for any proper Levi
subgroup L of G.
 .a First we consider the case discussed in 2.22, i.e., W ,s
 .W = ??? = W , where W is of type b , . . . , b , t-times, for an integer1, s r , s i, s i i1 r i
 :t s n rb independent of i, V , w , where w g W is an element ofi i s 0 0 s
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  ..order t, permuting the factors of W transitively cf. 2.22.3 . Further-i, sin Ä .  .more, E g W is given as in 2.22.1 . Note, in our setting, that s g T*s ex
 .does not necessarily satisfy the condition 2.22.2 . However, replacing
ÄFr s r by u m r, where u is a suitable linear character of G , i.e., bys, E
Ä F .replacing s by zs, where z is a suitable element in the center Z G* , one
 .can achieve the condition 2.22.2 for zs. We have a natural bijection
T , T , and this bijection does not depend on the choice of u . So, forr umr
 .the parametrization we may assume that s satisfies 2.22.2 . Now by
 .2.19.3 , we can choose an irreducible character r s r g T . Then by0 c, j . r0 F 9 n .  .making use of r , we get a bijection between A and V E . This0 l F s
 .gives rise to a natural bijection between M in 2.20 and in 2.23 ands, N
M given in this section. Hence by Corollary 2.23, we get a naturals, E
bijection between M and T .s, E s, E
 .b Next we consider the case discussed in Subsection 4.1, i.e., W iss
 .  .n  .similar to case a , but E g W is given as in 4.1.1 . We assume thats ex
 n .F 9  n. F 0E g W rV , and put F0 s a F9. Then E g W . We consider ans s E s
Ä ÄF-stable Levi subgroup L as in 4.1. Then L is also F0-stable, and
if we write F0 s Fw , we see that w g W as in 4.1. It follows fromÄ2 2 L*
 .the proof of Lemma 4.2, that we have V E , V . Hence, M ,s s, L s, E
 F 0 .n  .  n .F 0V = V . On the other hand, E g W satisfies the prop-Äs, L s, L F 0 L*, s
L L .erty in case a , and so we have a natural bijection M l T , wheres, E s, E
L L LM , T are corresponding objects in L, and in particular, M ss, E s, E s, E
F 0 n .  .V = V which coincides with M . Now Lemma 4.2 impliess, L s, L F 0 s, E
L GF that T is in bijection with T under the map r ¬ Ind r r gFs, E s, E 0 0 0P
L .  .T . In view of 4.5.1 , this gives a bijection M l T .s, E s, E s, E
 .c We consider a general case. Let W , W = ??? = W , ands 1, s r , s1 r
 :W , W V with V s w . Here we assume that for some i, w per-s s s s 0 0
mutes the factors of W non-transitively. In this case, there exists ai, si
standard Levi subgroup L* ; G* such that W is contained in W ands L*
 .that L* is both F-stable and F9-stable. Then Z s is contained in L*.G*
Under such a condition, it is known that the twisted induction RGLw .Ç1F 9 F  4.   4.induces a bijection between E L , s and E G , s . If we denote by
L LM and T the corresponding objects with respect to L, we have as, E s, E
L L  .bijection M l T by the induction hypothesis. Since V E ss, E s, E s
L .V E , we have a natural bijection M , M . Then the twisted induc-s, L s, E s, E
Gtion R induces a bijection M l T compatible with the bijectionLw . s, E s, EÇ1
L L  .M l T . This gives the required bijection, and 4.5.2 holds.s, E s, E
4.6. We shall parametrize F-stable irreducible characters of GF
m
for
mF  4.sufficiently large m. We consider a set E G , s for an F-stable class
Ä 4  4s . As in 4.4, we fix s g T* for each F-stable class s , and choose s g T*
Ä .  4such that p s s s and that the class s ; G* is F-stable. We assume that
 .F9 s s s for F9 s Fw as before. We take m large enough so that1
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Ä F m ms g T* for all s, and that for such s, F acts trivially on V . For eachs
n m. m.E g W , we denote by M and T the set M and T defineds s, E s, E s, E s, E
mm F  4.in 4.5 replacing F9 by F . Then E G , s is a disjoint union of
m . m . m .various T , and T is in bijection with M . Note bys, E s, E s, E
m. n .  .our assumption, that M s V E = V E . We now define a subsets, E s s
m. n F 9 .  .M of M by M s V E = V E . Then the following gives thes, E s, E s, E s ex s
mF  4.description of F-stable irreducible characters in E G , s .
m. F .  .4.6.1 Let T be the set of F-stable irreducible characters ins, E
m. m. F n F 9 .  .T . Then T / B if and only if E g W rV . For such E,s, E s, E s s
m. F m. m. .T corresponds to M under the bijection T l M . In particu-s, E s, E s, E s, E
lar, we have
FmF  4E G , s , M . . @ s , E
n F 9 .Eg W rVs s
Ä x F 9 .  .  .We show 4.6.1 . For each x g V E , we choose s g T* and lets x
m. ÄF mr be the character of G defined similar to r in 4.3. First we notes , E s , Ex x
that
F r m. s r m. F 9 . 4.6.2 . .s , E F 9 s . , Ex x
In fact, since the twisted induction R defined in 3.1 commutes with theT w .Ç
action of F, we see easily that
F r m. s r m. F , .s , E F  s . , Ex x
where FE is the character of W obtained from E under the isomor-F  s .x m. m.  .F F 9phism F: W ª W . But since F9 s Fw , r s r by 4.3.1 .s F  s . 1 F  s ., E F 9 s ., Ex x x x
 .This shows 4.6.2 .
 . m. F mNow F9 s s s , and so the restriction of r to G is F-stable ifx F 9 x . s , ExF 9 .  n .F 9  n .F 9and only if x g V E and E g W rV . Take E g W rV . Wes s s s s
need to describe F-stable irreducible characters in the restriction of r m. .s , Exm. m.  .  .Under the construction of the bijection T l M in 4.5, a , b , ands, E s, E
 .c , each step is compatible with the action of F. Hence the description of
m. F .  .T is reduced to case a . But in this case, the bijection is given as ins, E
Corollary 2.23 in terms of generalized Gelfand]Graev characters. If the
generalized Gelfand]Graev character is F-stable, the corresponding irre-
ducible character in GF is F-stable. Using the parametrization of F-stable
 .generalized Gelfand]Graev characters cf. 2.5 and Lemma 1.7 , we see
m.that the characters in T corresponding to M are actually F-stable.s, E s, E
By counting the total number of F-stable irreducible characters corre-
m. F .sponding to various M , we see that T corresponds exactly to M .s, E s, E s, E
 .This proves 4.6.1 .
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Now, under the correspondence M l T , we denote by r thes, E s, E y
irreducible character in T corresponding to y g M . Also under thes, E s, E
m. F m. .correspondence M l T , we denote by r the F-stable irre-s, E s, E x
m.  .ducible character in T corresponding to x g M . For x s h, z g Ms, E s, E s, E
 .  4and y s h9, z9 g M , we define a pairing x, y bys, E
F 9 y1< < 4x , y s V E h z9 h9 z . 4.6.3 .  .  .  .s
  .n  .Here we regard h g V E as a linear character of V E in a naturals ex s F 9
.way.
 s. F .We define a function R g C G r; for each x g M byx s, E
 4R s x , y r . 4.6.4 .x y
ygMs, E
The following result describes the Shintani descent of irreducible charac-
ters in GF
m
.
Ä F mTHEOREM 4.7. Let G be as in 4.1 and let s g T* be an element such
 4that the class s is F-stable. Assume that m is sufficiently di¨ isible. For each
m. m. F m. m. F m .  .  :r g T x g M , we fix an extension r of r to G s .Äx s, E s, E x x
Then we ha¨e
m. < F mmSh r s m R , 4.7.1 .Ä .G sF r F x x x
where m is a root of unity depending on the choice of r m.. In particular,Äx x
m s. F  s. F .  .mSh gi¨ es an isomorphism from C G sr; to C G r; .F r F
w xRemark 4.8. In L2 , Lusztig defined almost characters for connected
w xreductive groups with connected center, and in S2, S3 , it is shown that the
image of the Shintani descent of irreducible characters coincides with
 .almost characters under some permutation of the labeling . So, in our
case, it would be appropriate to call the functions R the almost characterx*
y1 .associated to x g M , where x* is given by x* s h , z g M fors, E s, E
 .  .x s h, z cf. see 1.9.
 .4.9. The latter statement follows from 4.7.1 . The remaining part of this
 .section is devoted to the proof of the formula 4.7.1 . By induction on the
rank of G, we may assume that the theorem was proved for any proper
 .Levi subgroups L of G. We prove 4.7.1 for each F-stable semisimple
 4class s separately. In this subsection we show that the verification of
 .  .4.7.1 is reduced to the case where Z s is not contained in any properG*
 .Levi subgroup. So, assume that Z s is contained in a standard LeviG*
 .subgroup L*. We may assume that we are in a situation in c of 4.5. Let L
be the Levi subgroup considered there. We consider the Shintani descent
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identity given in Proposition 3.4 for F9 s Fw . Using the specialization1
w xargument as in S2, S3 , one can convert the diagram of Shintani descent
identity into the following commutative diagram,
Sh mF r FmF F6 .  .C G r; C G r;F6 6
Gaw R1 Lw .Ç1
mShF r F wÇm 1F F wÇ6 1 .  .C L r; C L r; .F wÇ
Here a is a certain linear map obtained from a by specializing thew F w1
 w x.  . lw1. Gformula in Lemma 3.9 cf. S3, 3.6 . Now in our case, y1 R sendsLw .Ç1F wÇ1  4.irreducible characters in E L , s onto irreducible characters in
F G  s. F wÇ1  4.  .E G , s . Hence R induces an isomorphism from C L r; toLw .Ç1 s. F .C G r; . On the other hand, it is verified that a induces an isomor-w1m m s. F  s. F .  .phism from C L r; to C G r; , where a sends eachF w wÇ1 1ÃF m G F mmFFw -stable irreducible character r g L to its induction Ind r ,Ç1 0 P 0
which is left irreducible. Since the parametrization given in 4.3 and 4.4 are
G F
m
m G  .Fcompatible with Ind and R , we see that 4.6.1 holds for such aP Lw .Ç1
 4class s .
 .4.10. We assume that Z s is not contained in any proper LeviG*
 .subgroup of G*. This implies that W satisfies the condition in 2.22.3 . Wes
n m. F .  .now consider, for each E g W , the set T separately. First wes ex s, E
note the following.
n Ä Ä .  .  .4.10.1 Let E g W be as in 4.1.1 , and L ; G be as in Subsec-s ex
Ä Ä m. F .  .tion 4.1. If L / G, then 4.7.1 holds for T .s, E
L .In fact, as discussed in b in 4.5, the sets T and T are in bijections, E s, E
G F m. L, m.
Fvia the induction functor Ind . Similarly, the sets T and T are inP s, E s, E
G F
m
m m. F .Fbijection via the functor Ind . This induces a bijection between TP s, E
L, m. F .and T . Now the former bijection corresponds to the natural bijec-s, E
m. L, m.tion M , M on the parameter sets. Since this bijection is compati-s, E s, E
ble with the action of F9, we see that the latter bijection is realized by the
L  .natural bijection M , M . The assertion 4.10.1 follows from the facts, E s, E
that the inductions are compatible with Shintani descents for G and L.
m. F n .  .  .4.11. We now assume that T is as in case a of 4.5, i.e., E g Ws, E s ex
is in the setup in 2.22. In this case, the set T is parametrized by M bys, E s, N
m.Corollary 2.23. Since m is large enough, the set T is parametrized bys, E
m. n m. F .M s A = A . Then under this parametrization, T is parametrizeds, N l l s, E
F n .  .  .by A = A , which we put M . For x s c, j g M and y s c9, j 9l l ex s, N s, N
 4g M , we define a pairing x, y bys, N
y1F< < 4x , y s A j c9 j 9 c . .  .l
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  . .Here we regard F-stable characters on A as characters on A . Notel l F
that under the natural bijection M l M , M l M , the pairings, N s, E s, N s, E
Ä F m 4  .x, y coincides with the pairing given in 4.6.3 . Take s g T* , and let
m. ÄF m n .  .r s r g G . Let O be the corresponding nilpotent orbit see 2.9 .s, E r
m. F .  .We shall prove 4.6.1 for T by using the induction on the codimen-s, E
sion of O . In this subsection, we show the following.r
m. F m. .  .  .4.11.1 Assume that 4.7.1 holds for any T for r9 s r withs, E9 s, E9
 .nE9 g W such that dim O - dim O . Assume further that O is not as ex r r 9 r
m. F .  .regular nilpotent class. Then 4.7.1 holds for T .s, E
m s. F .First we note that if C G sr; contains a cuspidal character, then
 4the class s is regular semisimple. This implies that O is a regularr9
m s. F .nilpotent class for any r9 g C G sr; . Hence in our setting,
m s. F .C G sr; does not contain a cuspidal character. By applying Proposi-
 .tion 3.7 the assumption is satisfied by the induction hypothesis , we see
m s. F  s. F .  .mthat Sh sends the space C G sr; onto C G r; . Let VF r F s, O 9
m s. F .be the subspace of C G sr; spanned by irreducible characters of
F m m. F .G belonging to various T under the condition that O s O 9 fors, E9 r 9
m.r9 s r . Similarly, we define the subspace U as a subspace ofs, E9 s, O 9
 s. F F .C G r; spanned by irreducible characters of G belonging to various
T under the condition that O s O 9 for r9 s r . Let O s O for rs, E9 r 9 s, E9 r
 .  .given in 4.11.1 . We define a subspace V resp. U as a sum ofs, O s, O
 .subspaces V resp. U for all the nilpotent orbits O 9 such thats, O 9 s, O 9
 . mO 9 ; O. By the assumption in 4.11.1 , Sh maps the orthogonalF r F
m s. F .complement of V in C G sr; onto the orthogonal complement ofs, O
 s. F . m mU in C G r; . Since Sh is an isometry, this implies that Shs, O F r F F r F
m. m. F .gives rise to isomorphisms from V to U . Let r g T be thes, O s, O x s, E
m. .character corresponding to x s c, j g M . Then there exists x g Ms, N 1 0
n m. m. m. .s A = A such that w x s x, where M and w are the corre-l l 1 0
sponding objects in GF
m
. Let M s AF = An be the set defined in 1.6.ex
F FSince the map A ª A is surjective by Corollary 2.21, we may choose xl l 1
m. F .in M , i.e., x g M. We now consider the corresponding generalized0 1
Gelfand]Graev character Gm. on GF
m
, which is F-stable. We note thatx1
the multiplicity of r m. in Gm. is equal to 1 by Corollary 2.23. As wasx x1
mentioned in 2.5, Gm. can be written asx1
Gm. s IndG F
m
F m rx H H1
for some F-stable irreducible character r of H F
m
. Here H s LU , andH 1.5
r is given as in 1.6. Now as discussed in 1.8, we can choose an extensionH
F m Ä m. :r to H s of r . Thus one can define a character G sÄH H x1G F ms : m. m. ÄF mmFInd r . This determines a unique extension r of r to G ,Ä ÄH s : H x x
which we fix hereafter.
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 .  F m . Let p resp. p9 be the orthogonal projection from C G sr; resp.
F m. ..  .C G r; to V resp. U , respectively. Note that r s r is uniquelys, O s, O s, E
determined for a given s by the condition that O s O. This implies thatr
m s. F m. F .  .V is the subspace of C G sr; spanned by characters in T . Its, O s, E
Ä m. m. .  .follows from this, by using Theorem 2.18 i , that we have p G s r .Äx x1
Since Sh m commutes with the projections p, p9, we haveF r F
m. Ä m.m mSh r s p9 Sh G .Ä .  /F r F x F r F x1
m. Ä m.Here and in the discussions below we regard, by abbreviation, r , G ,Äx x1F m .etc., as functions on G s . Then by Theorem 1.10, we have
y1 Ä m.m  4Sh m G s x , y G . /F r F x x 1 1 y1 1 1
y gM1
m.Note, under our assumption on m, that l s 1 for any y g M. More-y 11
 4over, since A s A is abelian, the pairing x , y defined in 1.9 is ex-l 1 1
pressed as
< F <y1 4x , y s A j c j c .  .1 1 l 0 1 1 0
 .  .for x s c , j g M , y s c , j g M. Let w : M ª M be the natu-1 0 0 1 1 1 0 s, N
 .ral map. Then by Corollary 2.23 see also Corollary 2.21 , we see that
 .  .p9 G s r if y s w y for y g M and is equal to zero otherwise. Sincey y 1 1 01
F F< < < < 4  4x , y s A r A x , y , .l l 1 1
y1 F F . < < < <and since the cardinality of w y for y g M is equal to A r A , wes, N l l
have
y1 Ä m.m  4p9 m Sh G s x , y r . /x F r F x y1 1
ygMs, N
The right hand side coincides with R under the natural bijection M lx s, N
m. F .  .  .M , M l M . This proves 4.7.1 for T . So 4.11.1 holds.s, E s, N s, E s, E
m. F .  .4.12. It remains to prove 4.7.1 in the case where T is as in 4.11,s, E
mF  4.but O is the regular nilpotent class. If E G , s does not containr
cuspidal characters, then the previous argument in 4.11 can be applied
mF  4.without change. So, we assume that E G , s contains a cuspidal
character. Then s is a regular semisimple element, and there exists a
m. F .unique set T which contains all of F-stable cuspidal characters ofs, 1
F m  4G , where E s 1 is the unit character of W s 1 . Then all the cuspidals
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Fcharacters of G are contained in the set T . We consider the parameters, 1
m. F m. .sets M for T and M for T . Let G be the generalizeds, N s, 1 s, N s, 1 x1 m.Gelfand]Graev character corresponding to x g M . In this case, G iss, N x1
simply the Gelfand]Graev character of GF
m
. Let V be the orthogonal
 F m .complement in C G sr; of the space spanned by characters in various
m. F .  4  4T such that s9 / s under the condition that O s O for r9 ss9, E r 9 N
m.  F .r . Similarly, we define a subspace V 9 in C G r; as the orthogonals9, E
complement of the space spanned by characters in various T such thats9, E
 4  4 s9 / s under the condition that O s O for r9 s r . Let p resp.r9 N s9, E
.  F m . p9 be the orthogonal projection from C G sr; to V resp. from
F Ä m. m. . .  .C G r; to V 9 , respectively. Then it is easily verified that p G s r ,Äx x1
 .and that p9 G s r for x g M , y g M . Hence a similar argumenty y s, N s, N1 m. F .  .as in 4.11 can be applied to show 4.7.1 for T . This completes thes, 1
proof of the theorem.
Remark 4.13. We can deduce some information on the twisted induc-
tion RG from Lemma 3.9 by using the specialization argument asLw .Ç
w x  .employed in S2, S3 . Assume we are in a setting in 3.8. Let p resp. rE9 E
 . F m  F m.be an Fw-stable resp. F-stable irreducible character of L resp. GÇ
as in Lemma 3.9. Then by using the parametrization given in 4.6, one can
 . define corresponding functions R as in 4.6.4 . We denote by R resp.x E9
F wÇ F.  .  .R the function on L resp. G corresponding to p resp. r ,E E9 E
respectively. Then we have
RG R s « Tr g , V R , .  .Ä ÄLw . E9 y w E9 , E EÇ
n .Eg Wd ex
where the endomorphism g on V is obtained from the endomorphismÄ Äw E9, E
g m. on V m. in Lemma 3.9 by specializing q m r2 ª 1, and y ¬ « s "1Ä Äw E9, E y
0  .is a certain linear character of W . Since such R resp. R form a basisd E E9
F F wÇ .   ..of C G r; resp. C L r; , this formula gives a sort of description of
the decomposition of the twisted induction RG .Lw .Ç
However, in order to get precise information from our formula, one
needs to know a relationship between two kinds of parametrization: one is
 .given by the endomorphism algebra H d , and the other by M which iss, E
essentially related to unipotent classes. We hope to consider this problem
in another paper.
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